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The grand jury for the
February term of the Calloway
Circuit Court was selected this
morning from the Jury list,
according to the office of county
court clerk James Blalock.
Ben Brumley was named
foreman of the Jury. Other
grand Jurors are Tommy
Sanders, Buford Stone, Johnny
McCage, Ralph D. Darnell,
Brown
James 0 Miller,
Tucker, Mrs. Vernon Moody,
Gary Colson, Rudy Brawner,
Terry Houscien, and Fred T.
Hart, Sr
The jury will return the indictments for the court Thursday morning, Blalock's office
Young lady calls us from the said, and the petit jury, which
Bank of Murray the other day
was also selected, will report
about a check and identified
back to the courtroom Wedherself as Melody, which we
nesday morning
thought a fitting name, from
the sound of her voice.

Now comes a good reader who
says that Groundhog Day used
to be February 14. Now our
research staff could not find out
anything about this so if any of
you readers can think back to
around 1906 when it was supposed to have been changed to
February 2, let us know The
Groundhog is an independent
rascal, as you well know, so he
probably comes out when he
gets good and ready and cares
not a whit whether it is
February 2 or 10 or 14. Anyway
if anybody knows when it was
changed and we'll pass it on to
Groundhog lovers.

The lights of a huge tractortrailer auto transport blacked
out suddenly as a fuse blew.
Faced with a long trip to the
next service station, the
resourceful driver climbed atop
the trailer and flicked on the
headlights of a new sedan
parked at the front of the second
deck. Shortly after getting on
his way with this improvised
lighting system, he spotted
headlights coming toward him.
Suddenly they veered from road
and appeared to swing up a
steep embankment.
Expecting to find a tangled
mass of wreckage, the trucker
hit his air brakes and came to a
stop. There, perched high on the
embankemnt, was a convertible
with a man white-faced and
shaken behind the wheel.
"In trouble, Mac" the driver
called out.
Not now," came the reply.
"It's just that when I saw those.
headlights corrung at me, I
figured if it's it's that high, how
wide is it going to be"
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Lower income taxpayers In
the Murray area may be able to
receive free assistance from a
group of M.S.U. students,
Students from the Accounting
Club and other groups on
campus attended a VITA
Income Tail
(Volunteer
Assistance) class at Murray 00
January 90 and 31.
The VITA program provide'
an excellent opportunity for
these students to assist taxpayers who have fairly simple
filing requirements.
William Grasty, Chairman of
the Accounting Department at
Murray, arranged this class in
coordination with the IRS.
Grasty said the students will be
available to assist taxpayers on
Tuesdays from 2.00 to 5:00 p.m.
and on Saturdays from 11:00
-am to 12)00 noon at the
Murray
Community Room,
branch of the Hopkinsville
Federal Savings & Loan
Association, 304 East Main
BODY REMOVED—Firemen remove bed) of victim (rem Street_ Due to spring vacation,
wreckage of store and restaurant that exploded in Eagle Grove, the students will not be
Iowa. At least ten persons died in the blast A PWirephoto )
available March 17, 20 and 24.

Officials Say Release
Of First POWs Should
nderway This Week

Toastmasters Plan
Meeting Wednesday

The Toastmasters will hold
their regular weekly meeting on
Wednesday, February 7, at 6:45
Triangle
the
at
a.m.
Restaurant, South 12th Street,
Richard Broermgrneyer will
be toastmaster. Table topics
will be by Willard Ails and
general evaluator will be
Michael Colyott. Speakers will
be Stanford Hendrickson,
Charles Hinds, and Budl Stalls.
The club is open for membership to anyone interested,
and persons may start attending at any time, a
spokesman said The aim of the
club is to Improve the ability of
the person to communicate with
associates in business and
professions] life Experience is
not necessary to be a member,
and visitors are welcome, the
club spokesman said.
Costs for the breakfast are
standard and the meeting lasts
exactly one hour in order for
persons to be out by eight a m

Buckmialatei Fuller, advocate of doing more with less,
has the following to say
"He says that the standard
piston engine in automobiles is
14 per cent efficient.
"The turbine engine is 30 per
cent effftlenr.
"The jet engine is 60 per cent
efficient.
''The fuel cell is 90 per cent
efficient.
-The water wheel is 90 per cent
efficient.
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-Area Men Enlist
In U.S. Air Force

To Meet Tuesday
At Community Room

Ceramics Classes
Planned By Citizens

Rogers To Give
Recital at MSU

He says, "There isn't any
energy crisis. It's simply a
crisis of ignorance".
Rest in peace
•'The Cliowan River died Last
week of nitrogen poisoning and
causes
unnatural
other
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete.
"Laid out among the algae
blooms which sprung up in the
wake of the nitrogen dumping,
the corpse looked serene and
very pleasant against a
shimmering backdrop of pines
and blue sky
"Mourners crossing the river
shortly after the hour of death
were heard to comment: "Don't
it look natural."
(('ontinued on Page Twelve)
NAME OMITTED
The name of Vickie Workman
was not included in the list of
seniors named to the honor roll
for the second nine weeks at
Calloway County High School
published in the Ledger St
Times on Saturday.

The Weather
,Partly cloudy with little temperature change through Tuesday. Low tonight in the mid to
upper 30s. High Tuesday in the
mid to upper 50s
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Partly cloudy with
mild days and cold nights
through the period. Daytime
highs in the 40s to low 50s and
nighttime lows in the 2Cis and
low 3lis

SAIGON 1AP) — U. S. officials said today- that the first
releases of American prisoners
of war in South Vietnam are
expected this week. They also
Indicated that U. S ships and
aircraft might soon begin clearmg the mines the U S. Navy
planted in North Vietnamese
waters last year
Fighting between South Vietnamese troops continued to
slack off across the country as
teams of military truce observers fanned out to regional headquarters. But U. S. B.52 bombers and fighter-bombers continued operations over Laos Sunday at the request of the Laotian government, the U S. Pacific Military Command in
Honolulu announced
U. S. officials were reported
preparing plans to receive one
of the first groups of American
prisoners In the An Loc area,
80 miles north of Saigon and 10
miles from the Cambodian border. A subcommission of the
four-power joint military commission met for the third successive day in an effort to finallae the first *Me et the prison release.
The officials gave few details
but indicated that the United
States and the Viet Cong also
had tentatively agreed on at
least one other site in the Saigon region and two sites in the
Mekong Delta for the POWs to
be handed over.
Prisoner of war lists given
the United States in Paris listed
99 U. S. servicemen and V
American civilians held by the
Viet Cong in South Vietnam.
There has been no indication
when the release of the 465
Americans reported held in
North Vietnam and Laos might
begin.
The South Vietnamese mile
Seri command repotted that
Communist cease-fire violate
tons had fallen below 100 for
the first time since the truce
went into effect Jan. 72. The

Clean-Up Sale On
Type 23 Leaf Here

Republican Executive Director
Predicts Party Revitalization
By SY RAMSEY .
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The new executive director of
the Republican State Central
Committee says that "What we
do in the next five yeirs will
determine what the party can
do in the next 20 years."
Larry Van Hoose, who was
press secretary for Former
Gov. Louie Nunn, said the attempted revitatlization of the
state GOP will begin with this
spring's local and legislative
primaries and the "nuts and
bolts" matter of registration.
Perhaps the climactic sign-

post, he indicated, will be the
1978 U.S. Senate race. In between are a 1974 Senate contest
plus the governor's race in
1975.
Despite two successive party
defeats, Van Hoose said in an
interview he finds "A lot of
people feel the 20-year droughts
are over for our party."
It has been a common belief

BOND SALES
The sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Calloway
County during December were
$25,179 bringing the year's sales
to $234,600 or 131 per cent of the
county's annual goal of $217,100.
.
MEETING
FAXON
Sales a year ago were $293,273.
The Faxon Mothers Club will In Kentucky, sales for the
hold its, regular monthly month were $5,682,365 while
meeting at the school on cumulative sales for the year
Wednesday, February 7, at 1:30 reached $68,914,394 or 114.2 per
p.m Refreshments of cake and tent of the. $60,300,000 annual
punch will be served at the close goal. Sales a year ago were
of the meeting
961,098,205

the Hersh/kens cahture the
statehouse about once every 20
years. Nunn won in 1967, just
about on schedule, but the GOP
nominee in 1971 was defeated
and with him hopes for the first
successive Republican administration.
Then, in another bees . the
GOP lost its 17-year grip on the
U.S. Senate last November
when Nunn was defeated.
Van Hoose believes the question to be answered in five
years is whether the GOP resurgence of the rgid 1960s was
due mostly to the perconal
strength of candidates or to a
(Continued on Page Tech el
BLANKENSHIP C111(1.E
The Biakenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Geneva Cooper on Wednesday,
February 7, at seven p.m

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen
John C. Stennis was reported
"getting along just fine" today
and has been moved into the
presidential suite at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center
here.
However, a hospital spokesman said the 71-yser-old Mississippi Democrat remained in
very serious condition. Stennis
was shot twice in a holdup in
front of his home last week
The hospital reported Sunday
that Stennis "maintained the
level of improvement stated
Yesterday."
And a spokesman said early
today, "He seems to be getting
along just fine." He was Moved
Into the presidential suite Sun•
day

(Continued on Page Twelve,

red rose on top of the casket
after a rifle squad fired a
;Wee-volley farewell salute and
a hugler sounded Tap.
At the family's request, IA
Gen. Robert E Coffin, Nolde's
commanding officer in Italy
prior to the colonel's Vietnam
assignment, presented the flag
lifted from the casket to the
widow, and a second flag was
presented to the colonel's father, Henry Nolde, 82, of Menominee, Mich
Among those representing the
Army was Gen Alexander M.
Haig Jr., former assistant to
national security adviser Henry
A. Kissinger and now Army
vice chief of staff

Carlton R.
NOLDE FUNERAL—Mrs. Joyce 'Snide. 42. stands nest to son, Byron, 13 and brother
Sacred
into
Nolde
R
William
1,t.
husband,
her
Fusee as Army honor guard carries casket of
Vietnam
He'arertnirjh, Mt. Pleasant, Mich. for funeral services. Nolde was last American killed-in
before cease-fire (AP Wirephoto
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Many Years Necessary To Solve
Riddle Of 1,300 Missing Men
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Our hearty congratulations are extended to the
Murray High School DECA (Distributive Education
Clubs of America )and to Miss Charlotte Mathes who
was named as DECA Sweetheart at the ceremony
Thursday at the Murray Woman's Club clubhouse.
The local DE class under the direction of Mr.
Robert Newcomb, and Mrs. Jack Shell are doing an
excellent job.
Students in Distributive Education are learning
about the free enterprise system in a manner that
many students never acquire until after their
graduation from high school or college. These
students actively study this system which has made
America great, and even participate in it.
Advanced DE students work part time and go to
school half a day. These students learn first hand
about employment, what is expected of someone
working at a business firm, the value of meeting
customers, the value of a customer_liow to conduct
themselves in a business, and Kenerally become
busingi.'informed about American '
We value DE students because they show
initiative at an early age and indicate by their
conduct that they wish to become a part of this great
system that has raised America above every other
nation on earth in productivity, innovation, and
progress
The program Thursday was just a part of DE
training. There are such things as being able to
conduct oneself in society, acquiring poise, settconfidence and stage presence, all of which help a
person in any businiss.
This is one purpose of the program in which a
DECA Sweetheart was selected. This young lady
will compete with other "Sweethearts" in regional
and state contests and even the national contest.
Mrs. Mary Lee Tinsley of Murray won the state
contest last year and went on to compete well in the
national meet.
The total program of DECA promotes a well
rounded human being who possesses not only the
social graces, but also the ability, self-confidence,
initiative and know-how in American business life.
One part of the DECA creed is "I believe in the
democratic philosophies, of private enterprise and
competition, and in the freedoms of the nation-that
these philosophies allow for the fullest development
of my individual abilities."
What better thinking is there to instill in any young
American who someday must earn his own living.
We have long complained of the lack of study of free
enterprise in our public schools. Perhaps DECA is
the answer.
• These young people should have a feeling of pride
in what they are doing. We can think of no time
better spent than in the activities of DECA.

4.
• Mrs. Joy Duncan, age 75, died February 3 at her
'• home on Lynn Grove Route One.
The Calloway County Board of Education heard a
group of patrons from Kirksey School, read a letter
indicating the state department would approve
Faxon's plan for a new lunch room, and voted to
allow the use of elementary schools as immunization
centers for an oral vaccine program.
The Calloway Circuit Court convened yesterday
with Circuit Judge Earl Osborne presiding.
Jack and Dell Snot won the mixed-doubles bowling
tournament held at Corvette Lanes.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer, Bowling Green, are
the parents of a baby boy, Jessie Ray,, born
• February 2. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Barnes W. Burkeen of Almo.
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Elm us Wilson, age 75, died February 3 at his home
on Hazel Route Two.
Pvt. Wendell C. Herndon,son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
t.
; Herndon of Murray Route Five, is now stationed in
Seoul, Korea, as a radio repairman and is thirty
ifilittles behind the front lines.
P. Senator JamesLassiter has been named chairman
j
. of the Boy Scout finance campaign for Murray and
Calloway County.
Miss Barbara Ann Ward, daughter
•
'Of. —Mr. anti
Mrs. John T. Ward of Murray, was married to
Walker Mac Catlett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarenc_.
Catlett, Sr., of Shelbyville, on January 23.
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By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
will take many years, if ever,
to solve the riddle of what has
happened to more than 1,300
American fighting men missing
in Southeast Asia, Pentagon officials predict.
American • representatives
will go over the list of unaccounted-for U.S. servicemen
with North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong authorities, name by
name, seeking information on
their whereabouts.
Vietnam _peace agreement, signed in Paris last Saturday, commits all parties to
cooperate in locating missing
men and graves.
But the language in the various documents is general and
the provisions for carrying out
such responsibilities are
sketchy.
It is clear that much will depend on the willingness of the

North Vietnamese to permit
search teams on their soil. Pentagon officials say they cannot
tell how far Hanoi's cooperation
will extend.
High hopes that many of the
1,300-plus missing men would
turn Qt to be enemy. prisoners
were shattered over the weekend when the North Vietnamese
reported they and their Viet
Cong allies held 555 Americans
captive. Under the cease-fire
agreement, prisoners are to be
returned within 60 days.
U.S. military men and civil.,,jan officials long have acknowledged privately that perhaps
most of the missing were dead
because American airplanes
and their crews were seen going down in deep jungle, often
far removed from roads and
villages.
The Vietnam peace agreement stipulates that all the parties—U.S., North Vietnamese,
Viet Cong and South Vietnam-

Meat Delicacies Prices
Higher Than The Average

ese—shall exchange complete
lists of captured military and
civilian personnel on the day of
the signing.
But Pentagon spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim confirmed
that the Conununists provided
no list covering Americans captured in Laos. Only six Americans have been listed by the
Pentagon as captured in Laos,
but another 311 were carried as
missing and Friedheim said,
"We have reason to believe
there are more U.S. POWs in
He avoided numbers, but military— sources said they feel that
as many as 65 to 70 American
airmen may be held captive in
Laos.
F'riedheim told reporters "we
do expect to receive a list" of
American POWs in Laos from
the North Vietnamese, but he
did not say on what he based
le
his belief.
The Pentagon's top spokesman said that, in hunting for
evidence of the location of additional Americans in Indochina,
the United States will work
through the temporary joint
military commission of the
warring parties being set up in
Saigon, and through diplomatic
channels.

bled eggs.
Or a slice of cold beef tongue
as a midnight snack. Or homemade oxtail soup. Maybe even
Friedheim said late last week
a sliver of beef heart.
that during the 60-day period
The Agriculture Department for prisoner exchange some
Whatever the frame, the picture is beautiful
reported Thursday that whole- U.S. military men will be
sale prices of such meat by- shifted from Vietnatn to Nakproducts, cherished delicacies hon Phnom, a base in Thailand
to many, have soared far more close to the border of Laos.
than the run-of-the-mill meats There, the Americans will orcommon to most menus_
ganize a casualty-recovery cenPig brains, for example, sold ter to search for men missing
in Chicago last week for $22 per in Indochina.
100 pounds. A year ago brains
"We have an obligation to the
went for half: $11 a package.
families of the men missing in
"It's hard to say why by-prod- action to do our
VWCUTPVS VICE PUStOtter
best. We intend
ucts have gone up so fast," a to fulfill that
even if it takes us
Council
Industrial
Southern
States
USDA spokesman said. "There years to do so,"
are legitimately and totally
Fnedheini
By ERNON E. BROWN
is a big export demand, and said.
committed to strengthening
Copley Neves Service
our black youth.
that's part of it."
The key paragraph in the
A TIME FOR SELF-RELIANCE
In high schools throughout
Prices for live cattle and agreement that
obligates the
Success is measured by
geared
to
for
a
society
inaugural
wish
fulfill
his
In
an
effort
to
the country air graduating
hogs are at record peaks, and North
Vietnamese and other
those who take it upon themindividual self-reliance, President Nixon is making long overdue
students - today would have
uholesale
beef
and
pork
continselves to establish ttwir own
signing parties says this
moves to eliminate many federal subsidy programs. It has been
difficulty writing a paragraph
ue climbing. It all points to
criteria of success.
"The parties shall help each
forecast that the administration will take airn at public housing,
on, "What I Got From Four
higher retail prices later for
I recall when I was in gramother to get information about
rural assistance, education, and public employment..
Years of School."
such
things
as
steak,
pork
mar school the only success
those military personnel and
Some weeks ago, the President took a commendable first step
In my day and time I could
chops, roasts and bacon.
pattern I was able to relate to
foreign civilians of the parties
when he eliminated the federally subsidized 2 per cent loans for
blame
it
on
my
white
counBut regular meat prices still
was the pimp on the corner
missing in action, to determine
New
leftover
Deal
era.
cooperatives,
from
The
the
Co-a
electric
selors
because they told me
are not as outlandishly high as
driving his Cadillac, who
the location and take care of
ops have howled in protest, but other citizens, who have to pay
me
that
there
was
for
no
need
many
byproducts.
Beef,
on
an
seemed to have a lot of girls
the graves of the dead so as to
considerably more in interest when they borrow money, are
to go to college anyway beall-cut basis, was 5.6 per cent
around turn. Because no other
facilitate the exhumation and
likely to be pleased that the co-ops at long last will be required tai- more expensive
cause
I
couldn't
get
a
job.
black person in the city had
last month ith
repatriation of the remains,
came somewhat closer to paying their way like everyone else.
But today this mil so.
the same things, I and many
By products were up, $12 and to take .any such other
Black youngsters now are
other youngsters wanted to
per hundredweight compared measures as may be required
_Other howls are commie from those involved in the subsidized
counseled by black counemulate this individual.
with $6.50 a year ago. Selected to get information about those
'housing
commitment
business
to
or
selors, but the
who back such programs for political reason.
As I grew older and entered
oxtails went for $37 compared still considered missing in acThey are saying that the administration's moratorium on
succeed is not instilled in the
aditmor high, again there were
with $19.50 a year ago.
tion."
hearts and minds of Black
federally subsidized housing will cost the states millions of dollars
no visible black individuals in
Beef livers cost $35.50 per 100
But the agreement does not
America
in revenue But subsidy income is not a sound basis for the
the community for us to look
pounds last week, against $21.50 spell out the measures, appareconomy of any state Moreover, the public should know that
Success is looked on with
uP to.
a year earlier. And kidneys ently leaving it to the good will
Thenwith the advent of
there is a new class of subsidy housing builders who aren't truly a
scorn by a number of people
were $30 compared with $13.50. of the countries involved to cartelevision black sports figures
part of the free enterprise system. They live off federal subsidy
in the cornmuruty; some sucPig lips, sometimes used for ry out the responsibilities.
began to an•ive on the scene.
programs devised by politicians. They have a vetted interest in
cessful individuals are viewed
homemade scrapple, are selling
But tragically all black youth
Eventually, after all possible
Big Government and in giveaway's of the taxpayers' money.
ps black sellouts to whitey.
for $16 per 100 pounds, com- avenues and means are
aren't fortunate enough to be
'But few look at success with
expared with $11 a year ago.
The public undoubtedly will be treated to a variety of sob stories
able to hit a baseball or kick a
enough envy to inspire themhausted, the services may' act
Much of the by-products from to register "findings of
in connection with the moratorium on subsidized housing. In
football.
selves to become a little bit
precattle and hog slaughter goes sumptive death" for men who
South Carolina, Dr. John A. Chase, the administrator of the
As I look back at those days
better and earn the right to
into pet food.
see the same things in our
Columbia Housing Authority, said in protest against the subsidy
become successful
remain unaccounted for. Pentacountry today. Many, many
Other meat byproducts go gon officials said there is
moratorium "What is to be the answer for the 1,800 families on
We must redirect our enerno
successful black people disinto human food such as hot specific number of
the Columbia waiting list for apartments? What is to be the anInes from spending money to
years retinguish themselves in every
swer to the 100 additional applicants every,30 days' What is to be
dogs, bologna and other cooked quired before
saving money. We must redisuch a step is
form and fashion in the Amersausages. The USDA has pro- taken.
the answer for hundreds and hundreds of families who are going
rect our finances from wantican economy', from clothes
posed
displaced
a
to
be
new
rule
in
South
banning
Carolina
by
such
highway
construction, urban
ing handouts to creating
There still are 389 American
designing to manufacturing
renewal and the like"
things as beef lips, pig snouts servicemen
something that we as proud
who have not been
shoes; from construction
and cheek meat from cooked accounted
The answer to those questions is that the people who have had
people can hand out.
for since the Korean
work to banking; from genergreat expectations of subsidized housing will have to fend for
We've got to come back
sausages, but those items cur- war ended
almost 20 years ago.
als in the armed forces to asthemselves like more than 2 million other South Carolinians who
home to the ghetto schools in
rently are still permitted.
tronauts; in the educational
our various areas and help
don't expect Uncle Sam to solve their persopal housing problems.
and law fields; in the area of
our youngsters.
President Richard Nixon put it very well in his inaugural adtile& me.
dress when he said "Let each of us ask, not just what will
those
We
who.
pick
out
must
Perhaps, you might wonder
government do for me, but what can I do for myself?" That
want to succeed and kick out
with all these things happenquotation should be .cited not only to those who expect to live in
those who desire no success.
ing in our community why
taxpayer-subsidized housing but to all who make money from
We must no longer allow
then aren't we a success exsubsidized housing.
yotingsters committed to sucample for our youngsters runceed to be intimidated by
rung up and down our streets
Protests similar to Dr. Chase's will be heard across the country.
bums who hate success and
killing each other?
In Arkansas, Jim Bradley, a state Office of Economic Opthose
who
are
successful
This
Munro dock.'sueda rest
I think there is a very simportunity Housing specialist,complained to the Arkansas Gazette
Now dos cone out wee'
is the price we must pay and
ple answer: few of us have the
the
federal
that
freeze
on
subsidized housing could cost the state
pay quickly if Black America
ability' to sell our success to
more than $60 million in the next 18 months. He failed to mention,
is to survive.
aur children. Very few of us
however,how much the taxpayers in Arkansas and other states
will save as a result of the freeze. Federal subsidies of one sort or
another cost the taxpayers billions of dollars each year,
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON AP) -- Sure,
housewives are paying more
for steak and roasts these days,
but pity the poor fellow who
likes pig brains with his scram-

YOU CAN MAKE IT

Youngsters need
help for success

Wherefore let them that suffer according to the
will of God commit the keeping of their souls to him
in well doing, as unto a faithful ('reator.-1 Peter
4:19.

The formula for victory is for us to yield our lives
to the Lord and confidently trust in Him.

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
Everybody who has anything to sell seems to be
jackin4 up the price whether expenses are greater
or not. The nitty gritty of it is that when.you raise
your prices you.are greedy, avaricious, unfair to
your fellow man and a damned crook. But I absolutely have to increase my prices because I need
the money.
"The ideal income is a titousand dollars
a day and expenses."
—Ascribed to Pierre I,orillard

SENSING
THE NEWS

By Anthony Harrigan

BOB HOPE
EVA MARIE SAINT
RALPH BELLANIY
FORREST TUCKER
CANCEL MY
RESERVATION

Incidentally, the 0E0 types have other reasons to feel blue,
President Nixon has announced plans to dismantel the Office of
Economic Opportunity. The 0E0 was the principal Great Society
instrument in its fault-ridden "war on poverty."
The Johnson administration poverty programs cost billions of
dollars and produced almost zero results, They created huge
cadres of community action workers who managed to spend
enormous sums without actually helping communitielsolve their
problems. Many of the Great Society programs, ?uch as the
Neighborhood Legal Service, have engendered controversy and
bitterness on the local level and made it difficult for municipal
and county governments to function effectively.
Thus it is time to close down the Great Society programs, to
shut off the food stamp distrihotions which have been a scandal
and an insult to productive citizens who have to buy their own
groceries.
It is yet to be seen how vigorously the Nixon administration will
move to eliminatte the entire range of Great Society federal social
programs. The faster the administration moves, the happier the
taxpayers will be.
The liberal bloc in Congress will resist the elimination or
curtailment of vintage giveaway programs.
But the administration, with firm leadership, should be
able to get
tremendous grassroots support for long overdue
fiscal reforms.
The American people are likely to subscribe strongly to
a new
emphasis on self-reliance.
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Monday, February 5
The Licensed Practical
business
Nurses will have a
meeting in the conference room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at seven p.m.

The United Methodist Women
of Coldwater Church will meet
at seven p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

Col. Palmer A. Peterson shows Indian andfacts to members of
the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club at its
recent meeting. They are, left to right, Mrs Dan Harrell, Mrs.
Hugh Oakley, Mrs. Edyth Heise, and %lrs Tai Hopson

FBIRTHSj
HL'BBARD GIRL
Senator and Mrs. Carroll
Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, are the
parents of a baby girl, Krista
Leigh, weighing six pounds
seven ounces, born on Thursday, February 1. at 7• 52 a.m.
at the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
They have another daughter,
Kelly Lynn, age three

Col. Peterson Is
Guest At' Creative
Arts Regular_ Meet

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club met for its regular meeting
on Monday, January 22, at ninethirty o'clock in the morning
with the chairman, Mrs. A.W
Russell, presiding.
Col. Palmer Peterson of the
ROTC Department of Murray
' Grandparents are Dr. and State University, showed a
Mrs. Carroll Hubbard, Sr., of collection of Indian artifacts
Louisville, formerly of Murray. and gave information conand Mr. and Mrs. Floyd B. Hall cerning them. Assortments
included arrowheads, drills,
of Metropolis, Ill.
scrapers, grinders, game balls,
axes, and bone awls, fish
hooks, and broken pottery—all
items being found in Kentucky.
Turnips Plentiful
Peterson said the majority of
Turnips are a good source
the collection is from the Ohio
of vitamin C. They're in
plentiful supply now through
River Valley around the Fort
March. White or yellow,
Knox area. Remaining items
select turnips that are
were found in this area. The
smooth and firm with few
majority of the items were
leaf scars around the crown
finds—in fields and on
surface
or fibrous roots at the base
the bankds of the lakes after the
water level was lowered to
winter pool.
Members of the Department
brought other items of tapestry,
rugs, pottery, dolls, and books
pertaining to American Indian
art for the diplay.
Mrs. Larry. Doyle was introduced by the program
>
chairman, Mrs Dan Harrell,
Barbera Jewel
who gave a lesson in banking
which will continue next month
SPREADING ASTER
COMPARED TO STAR
Six new members welcomed
The Spreading Aster. also into the club were Mrs. John
known as the Late Purple As- Taylor. Mrs. Faruk Umar, Mrs.
ter, is shaped like a star with Charles Archer. Mrs. Gene
Its slender purple rims bursting forth from its shining Yel- Hendon, Mrs. Paul Shahan. and
low collier In fact, its name 15 Mrs. Marshall Jones.
derived from the Greek word
A report was made of a
astra, which means star
The reason for the flower donation to the Annette Schbeing called the Late Purple midt scholarship by the
Aster is because it blooms In Morehead family. Also the
the late Stemmer and early Fall
from the annual
The Spreading Aster Is found amount to date
throughout the Eastern United bazaar which is sponsored by
States, growing wild anyplace the Creative Arts for the purthat has dry, fertile soil These pose of the scholarship fund has
flowers are most often seen in
reached $426.75
sunny, open fields
There's never a wrong time
Refreshments were served
to give a gift of flowers. In fact during the social hour.
a surprise itift of flowers for
no special reason 15 always appreciated hest as much 'and
possibly more) than flowers
which do commemorate some
Order
ver v special occasion
some flowers today

01;41

years
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for nearly 20
and
smoke
or
drink
doesn't
He
much.
very
I
love
a
to man
has
He
record.
ce
attendan
has a nearly perfect church
I've
shown me be loves me in a million different ways and
never had reason to doubt him
Perhaps I should tell you that all the bills are sent to
the house and I pay them by check For Christmas he gave
me several gifts Among them was a pair of lovely earrings After the bills came in for the Christmas buying, I
noticed two pair of earrings on the bill, priced exactly the
same Thinking there must be a mistake in the billing, I
phoned the store and was told it was no mistake_ TWO pair
of identical earrings were purchased by my husband That
evening I asked him about it and he said he had given the
other pair to an old lady who works with him.
Yesterday he phoned from work to say he had broken
his glasses, and would I bring him his extra pair. so I did
In his office I saw the "old lady" wearing the same earrings he had given to me Only she wasn't old—she was
young, and very pretty. I was sick
That night I told my husband what I had observed and
he said he didn't tell me she was young and pretty because
he didn't want to "upset" me
Well, I am more upset knowing he lied to me. Abby,
can a wife ever trust her husband after something like
HEARTSICK
this?
relauesDEAR HEARTSICK Yes. Nothing erodes a
to yaw
credit
No
.
suspicion
with
living
than
ship faster
if be
husband for having Bed to you in the first place, but
wouldn't
had something more serious to hide be certainly
would
have Charged both sets of earrings, knowing the MU
track
his
from
Judsing
you.
by
be sent home and handled
record. I'd say your husband deserves to be trusted.
DEAR ABBY My husband and I are the proud parents
of a
of a beautiful five-day-old baby girl After seven years
precious
this
adopt
to
able
were
childless marriage we
angel, and words can't express our joy and gratitude.
"Well,
So what's our problem' Stupid people who say,
now that you've adopted a child, maybe, like so many other
couples, you will have YOUR OWN." (What do they think
we are? Babysitters'l
know
Another remark that really bugs us is, "Do you
nobody's
who her REAL parents are" We consider that
business but our own, but how do we answer it?
MIXED EMOTIONS

PAN ghopit

Tuesday, February 6
The Senior Citizens will have
a library party at ten a.m. with
Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson in
charge of the program. The
board meeting will be at three
p.m. at St.' John's Center,
bridge will be at Ellis Center at
1:30 p.m,and quilting. arts and
crafts, and games until eight
p iii
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
still meet with Mrs. Lula Dowdy
at 1 30 p.m.

Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. R.Y. Morthen as
guest speaker. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Wells Purdoni, Sr.,
Alice Koenecke, Stanford
Hendrickson, John Fortin,
Group II of the Christian Dwight Crisp, and Miss Ruth
Women's Fellowship of the I assiter.
First Christian Church will
The United Methodist Women
meet with Mrs. R.H. Robbins at
of the First Church will meet at
two p.m.
ten a.m. with Rev. John Jones
speaker The executive
as
Murray Assembly No. 19
will meet at nine am.
board
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
coffee will be held at 9:30
a
and
at
Hall
will meet at the Masonic
am.
seven pp.

Group I of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church will
meet with Mrs. A.H. Titsworth
at ten a.m.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Calloway Health Center
at 6 30 p.m.

DEAR ABBY: I have been keeping steady company
with a young man for the past two years I am 22 and Bill
is 25. He told ma that he is going to give me an engagement ring on St. Valentine's day, and I was thrilled because Bill is the most wonderful person I have ever known.
He said he is having the ring made special It will have
a large (one ears° round diamond in the center, wounded by several smaller diamonds. Then he told me that he
hoped I would agree to the one condition he was putting on
the ring. It was if something happened to our marriage II
suppose he meant if it ended in divorce], he could have that
center diamond back because it was his mother's. (His
mother died when he was 10 and before his father died last
year he gave Bill the dianiond_l
Abby, why would the thought of divorce even enter his
mind at a time like this? Now I wonder if I should accept
it. Somehow I would feel that the ring wasn't really mine.
TROUBLED
Please help me sort out my thinking.
heirloom, and
DEAR TROUBLED: The diamond is an
far-sighted
very
a
is
Bill
family.
be wants to keep it in the
it and wear it
young man. Don't fault him for that Accept
with pride

Final Shoe Clearance
* FURTHER REDUCTIONS *
On
Mens — Womens — Childrens

Fall & Winter Selections
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The Flint Baptist Women and
the Baptist Young Women will
have separate meetings_ at the
church at seven p.m.
The general meeting of the
W MU of the First Baptist
Church will be held at the
church at 6.30 p.m. Special
tables for prospective WMU
member', will be at the
fellowship supper at the church
at 5:45 p.m.
Bridge will be held by the
Women of the Oaks Country
Club at 9:15 a.m. with Glenda
Wilson 753-3110 as hostess
Senior Citizens will have
ceramics 'at' St. John's at rano
a III

II, ccclv BINOwNSTONI
AP Feed

(a...FAMILY SUPPER
Broccoli
Lasagne
Salad Bowl
Baked Winter Pears Beveriage
BAKED WINTER PEARS
This way of serving pears is
popular in Italy.
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup water
1 small wedge lernon
4 small -II 1/4 pounds firmripe Bose pears
Into a small saucepan turn'
the sugar and water, squeeze in
juice from wedge of lemon and
add squeezed portion over
moderate heat stir until sugar
dissolves, bring to a boil l'are
the pears, removing blossom
ends but leaving stems attached, place in a 1 -quart round
glass casserole IS 1/2 by 2 1/2
inches) or similar utensil, pour
hot syrup over pears Cover
tightly and bake in a preheated
400-degree oven until tender
when pierced with a fork 30
minutes. Turn pears in,,syrup
Serve warm or cold Makes 4
servings

Good Timers 4-H
Club Meets At The
Home, Mrs. Tucker
Good Tuners 4-H Club ci
Kirksey had its second meeting
at the home of Mrs Jamoe
Tucker on Tuesday. Januars 16,
at 3 40 o'clock in the afternoon
Randy Neale and Tinuny
Falwell led the pledge to thi
flag and the 4-H pledge Ttli
minutes of the first meeting
were read and approved>
Members answered the roll ca
by giving the name of a famous
president.
The club chose for its craft.
staining glass Each member
was able to take their objects
home by the close of the
meeting.
For recreation a game- of
chase was played and the
meeting was adjourned at 4.30
p ni.
aps•e•••:
•
,
• 1•
▪ e)
▪ -c Goose Fashions:

Thursday, February 8
The Senior Citizens of the
Hazel Community will meet at
the home of Mrs. Kosice Jones.
•
▪ o
State line Road. at one p.m •
Itsi-Air Shopping
•
For transportation call 753-0929 •
•
Center
on Wednesday
*mos00000000000

COUPON SAVINGS
WORLD S MOST
RECOMMENDED
DRYCLEANING

BLANKETS
ea. 69c

There's an
invisible army
attacking your
draperies!

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 28, 1973

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINCIS

SLACKS lk
TROUSERS

ft

49

Bring any number You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Eioone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 28, 1973

I appreCONFIDENTIAL TO HARRY IN DUXBURy:
DFIAR
putting
about
Peter
St.
ciate your offer to talk to
make the deal it
ABBY in the "HEAVENLY STAR." If you
will really be set of this world!

ADAMS

r

Women will have separate
meetings at the church at seven
p in

DEAR MIXED: Reply, "Yes, we know who her REAL
parents are. WE are!"

fic )MX VOX VISCNIIIIX

Savings
of

The Esther Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptist
church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Adeline Wilson, 1007 Olive
Street, at seven p.m_

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
Wednesday, February 7
have its Valentine Sweetheart
potluck dinner at the club house
The Nature's Palette Garden
at 6 30 p.m. with County Judge ('Iub will inert at the Community ('enter at 1730 p.ni. with
Robert 0. Miller as speaker
Hostesses will be Mesdames Mrs. E.C. Jones as hostess
Prue Kelly, Robert Burke, Mrs. Cletus Robinson and Mrs
Harold Hurt, Charles Hornra, Charlie Stubblefield will have
Charles Hoke. and Howard charge of the lessons.
Giles,
The Cherry Corner Baptist
The Delta Department of the Women and the Baptist Young

. di liarIWO.
.
Problems? Yawfi feel better V you pt
*AIM L
Mos
ABBY:
to
write
reply,
personal
For a
caw. men. laciese stampe& selladdreeesi

12th at Poplar St
753-6100

Slurray Rangerettes of the Woodmen of the World installed their officers at their last meeting
They are front row, left to right, Leah Hill, watchman, Genii Lovett, secretary pro-tern for Teresa:
,
Smith, LaDonne Roberts, treasurer, Lisa Smith, president, Kim Sullen, past president, Candy
righ.t,
Hargis, escort. and Mary Morris, vice-president. Installing officer was Glenda Smith, back
Tau Phi Lambda representative. and installing escort was Shelbye Sutter, court representative.

_
smoke,
An invisible, airborne army of grit,
relentless
vapor, and sun is launching a
our
campaign to destroy your draperies. But
enemies.
these
out
wipes
ing
dryclean
Sanitone
cleaner.
No one can get your draperies
restored to
be
can
colors
how
Try us and see
their original Vibrancy. And turn bask,theyour
attacking
invisible, airborne army that's
draperies. Stop in or call today.

BOONE'
COUPON SAVINGS
111)

DRAPERIES .
20% Off PRreicg.od
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 28, 1973

—AK

Sandone
lemfred Master Drydroimr

BOONE'S
rs
Laundry & Cleane

2BOONE'S

COUPON SAVINGS

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
- 4 f" 996
Bring any nwnber. You most present this
coupon when you bring your 'leaning to
Boone's Cleaners_
Capin Good thru
Feb. 28. 1973

"The Cleaners Interested In You
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Paints

North 12th
story"Ave.
603 Main
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takers Run Win Streak To Ten
In A Row With Bullets Victory
COLLEGE PARK, Md.(AP)
— The Baltimore Bullets lost
while giving up 125 points, 48
more than in a winning Friday
night effort, but Coach Gene
Shue still praised the defense
"I was pleased with the way
we played, but Los Angeles was
Just super." Shue said after the
Lakers won 125-115 Sunday and
ran their winning streak to 10
in a row
"When you shoot 54 per cent
against one of the best defensive teams in the National Basketball Association, you really
have to be doing something,"
Shim said
We couldn't stop
them "
Baltimore's Central Division
leaders, who bad won four
straight and M of *.N. have held
their opponents under 100
points in 27 games this season,
But the Lakers, whose only
loss in the last 14 games was to
Baltimore on Jan 16 in Los Angeles, ran their first-place
record in the Pacific Division
to 44-11 as Jerry West and Gail
Goodrich scored a points
apiece
In Sunday's other NBA
games, Chicago pummeled Mileaukee 121-99, Boston overtook
Philadelphia 123-115, New York

beat Cleveland 114-97, Houston heralded Dennis Awtrey
outdefeated Buffalo 130-118 and played Kareem Abdul-Jabba
r
Kansas City-Omaha slugged under the boards.
Seattle 120-98. On Saturday it
Boston. playing without John
was New York 95, Cleveland Havbeek, who'll be out for a
90: Boston 104, Philadelphia while
with
a
knee
in100: Atlanta 105, Buffalo 101. flammation, trailed by a dozen
Phoenix 132, Houston 123: Kan- points after three periods, then
sas City-Omaha 105, Portland rallied behind Jo Jo White
and
97, and Golden State 123, Art Williams to saddle the
Seattle 101.
76ers with their 16th successive
West sank 13 of 19 shots, setback.
many from long range, and
Earl Monroe scored 22 points
Goodrich was II for 22. Substi- for the Knicks and 12 of them
tute Keith Erickson scored 18 came in one burst. He hit six
points in 23 minutes while ha- straight field goals in the final
ting eight of 12 shots, and Bill' period to haul New York
past
Bridges missed just four of 11 the Cavaliers and keep
the
shots to score 14 points.
Knicks within a game of the
Baltimore, led by Was Unseld Celtics in the Atlantic
Division
and Archie Clark with 24 points battle for first
apiece. cut a 16-point deficit to
Jack Mario scored 30 points
81-75, but an 11-4 Los Angeles and Rudy Tonoanovic
h added
streak upped the Lakers' lead Zd for the Rockets, who
grabbed an early lead and nevto 100-86
-It was simple
I was er yielded it to the Braves_
hot," Chicago's Rob Love said When Nate Archibald wasn't
after putting on a one-man scoring any of his 31 points, he
show that enabled the Bulls to was handing out 14 assists to
pull within 5Ls games of the pace the Kings past the Sonics.
In the American Basketball
first-place Bucks in the MidAssociation Sunday it was New
west Division.
Dave scored a career-high 49 York 104, San Diego 102; Inpoints in the nationally tele- diana 113, Utah 86; Carolina
vised game and, to make mat- 104, Kentucky 99, and Denver
ters worse for Milwaukee, tin- 104, Memphis 90.

Musselman Thinks Gophers Can
Give UCLA Hard Time On Floor

A

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Coach Bill Musselrnan says
his Minnesota basketball team
is "finally situated" to make a
run at the national championship Unfortunately, the place
where the nationally ninthranked Gophers are situated is
fourth in the Big Ten Conference
A 7043 triumph over Purdue
Saturday boosted Minnesota's
record to 14-2, but the Gophers
are only 4-2 in Big Ten play
and they're two games behind
fifth-ranked and 6-0 Indiana,
which routed Northwestern 83-

Musselman feels his
club has the muscle to go after
top-rated UCLA. "Our ball club
is fieally situated," he said. "I
feel we're among the top four
teams in the country. I feel

I. Dorothy (Doti Pkillips.
as candidate for County
Court Clerk would like to
take this means to introduce myself to yes, the
people.
I am married to Edd
Phillips he is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Phillips.
of Murray, Route 5. He is
employed by the TVA.
We have one son, Larry,
aged IS. He is a senior at
Murray High School and a
part-time employee of !GA.
My parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dee Halcomb of
Murray. Route 5. I have
brother,
one
Tom
Halcomb, who is owner and
operator of a Standard Oil
Station in Williamsburg,
Ky.
I am basing my campaign
on
my
own
qualifications, as head
bookkeeper at The ledger
& Times Publishing ('o., for
the past nine years, my
experience with Sears.
Roebuck & Co.. in
Lexington, where I was
next in line for Supervisor
of the Auditing Department.
My plans if elected are to
give service to the people. 1
do plan to keep the Clerk's
Office open on Saturday
and during the noon hour
for the convenience of the
people.

Paid political advertising
By Dorothy Phillips. Treas.

we're the only team in the Big
Ten that could rebound with
UCLA. We feel we can give
UCLA a game"
A lot of teams think they can
give UCLA a game Southern
California did Saturday night
... for 10 minutes. At that
point, the 200-rated Trojans
were locked in a 12-all standoff
with the mighty Bruins. Five
minutes later, though, it was
24-12 U-know -who en route to
No. 62 in a row, 17 this season
Bill Walton wound up with 20
points and 17 rebounds.
Elsewhere, North Carolina
State, No. 2 in The Associated
Press ratings and the nation's
only other major unbeaten
team, shar)ed stubborn Virginia
64-59 bid No. 3 Maryland was
upset by unheralded Duke
81
Fourth-rank
Fourth
ed Long Beach
-ranked
State crushed Los Angeles
State 104-82, No. 6 Alabama
trounced Mississippi State 96-86
and No. 10 Marquette whipped
DePaul 7045.
The Wolfpack led Virginia by
only one point with seven minutes left but Tom Burleson canned two free throws and baskets by Burleson. David
Thompson and Monty Towe offset a couple of jumpers by Virginia's Barry Parkhill.
A combination of Gary Melchionni's 39 points—he connected on 17 of 25 floor shots-and a tricky zone defense
helped send the Terrapins to
their second Atlantic Coast
Conference setback in four
days
Ed Ratleff's 28 points and 15
rebounds led Long Beach past
Los Angeles State La's Raymond Lewis, the nation's second leading scorer, wound up
with 26 after missing his first
14 shots
Indiana, led by John Ritter's
20 points, broke open a tight
game in the second half and remained unbeaten in Big Ten
competition The Hoosiers outscored the Wildcats from the
foul line 29-11.
Charles Cleveland pumped in
24 points to pace Alabama to
its Southeastern Conference
victory over Mississippi State
and Allie McGuire and Larry
•

McNeill combined for 12 points
in the final four minutes as
Marquette pulled away from
DePaul.

Track Records Fall
As Racers Win Meet

By JOE EDWARDS
field for the game. The Goys,
Associated Press Writer
now 15-3 pverall, also were hot
The hot Ohio Valley Confer- from
the free throw line, canence basketball race takes a ning 15 of
16.
breather tonight with Austin
Williams, who entered the
Yeay and Morehead racing game
with a 32.5 scoring averahead of the pack and Murray age—tops
in the country—conand Eastern Kentucky crowd- nected
on 16 of 33 floor shots
ing them in second. and two of two free throws.
No conference games are
Murray's Les Taylor, who
scheduled tonight and only tilp
had a 23.4 scoring average and
()VC teams are in action. West- was
No. 2 in that department in
ern Kentucky is at Dayton and the conference
behind Williams,
Austin Peay at Bellarmine.
was held to 12 points.
- Austin Peay tied Morehead
Freshman Harold Johnson
for the conference lead Saturswept the boards for 18
day night by whipping Murray
rebounds and scored 15 points
105-76 while Moretiead was losin helping Tech over East Tening a non-conference affair to
St,..joseph's 103-84.
In other conference games
Saturday, Tennessee Tech
dumped East 'Tennessee 75-65
and Western Kentucky trounced
Middle Tennessee 8644. Eastern Kentucky fell to Marshall
100-76 in a nun-league game
Austin Peay and Morehead
are now bed for the ()VC lead
with identical 6-1 records. Eastern Kentucky and Murray are
both 5-2, Tennessee Tech is 3-4
and East Tennessee, Middle
Tennessee and Western Kentucky all 1-6.
Austin Pray. behind Fly Williams' 34 points, crushed visiting Murray by pulling away
in tbe second half and shooting
a hot 54.9 per cent from the

Leds
In U
Fields
every
grab ti
the sil
proble
that O.
is atilt
out of
For
night
Les T
J a me:

nessee in Cookeville.
Granville Bunton fired in 17
pisints and grabbed 19 rebounds
for Western Kentucky as the
Hilltoppers won their first ()V('
game after six setbacks. Steve
Peeler led Middle Tennessee
with 22 points.
St. Joseph's hit more than 70
per cent from the floor until the
last 15 minutes of play in belting Morehead, which lost its
seventh game against 11 victories.
Eastern Kentucky's nemesis
was Ty Collins, who hit 14 of 18
field goal attempts and sired
30 points for Marshall.

By MIKE BRANDON
he turned in a 4.14.8 but it
ledger & Times Sportswriter
wasn't good enough for first as
Four fieldhouse records fell Bob Axt of Western Illinois won
Saturday at Macomb, Illinois as the event with a 4:14.
the Murray State track team
The two mile run found
defeated Western Illinois 7-61 in Torres taking first in 9118.8 and
a dualtaneel
clipping 15.1 seconds off of the
Coming down to the final old record.'
event, the mile relay, Murray
It was a complet,e sweep for
had only a four point edge in Murray in the long jump as
points. But with the first place Granville Buckley was first
finish. of 329.3, the Racers 1 with 21-91, while freshman
picked up five more points and Lester Flax was second with 20took the win.
9. Sophomore high jumper John
I,ast year at Macomb, Hiestand claimed third in the
Murray lost a dual match and event with a 19-9.
then in an outdoor, meet at
Flax won the triple jump with
Murray, the Racers took an a 46-7', while Tom Williams
easy win
was second with 46-63.i.
Records were set in the 300
Craig Segerlin, a freshman,
yard dash, the 440, the mile and took first in the pole vault with a
the two mile run.
14-6. Last week at the
In
the 300, sohpomore University of Illinois. Segerlm
spinrter Cuthbert Jacobs jumped 134..
knocked .2 second from Leroy
Pat Verry turned in a 8.9 for
McGinnis' record by running a first in the 70 yard high hurdles
31.6 for first place. Senior Fred while Gary Craft turned in a 9.1
Sowerby was third with a 33.1. for second.
Sowerby came back in the 440
In the 600, Ashman Samnels
with 50.1 to knock .5 second had a 1 14-3 for first while Pat
from the former record of 50 6 Verry was third with a 116.8.
held by assistant track coach Pat Francis was seconil in the
and former Murray great 880 with his 2:00.7.
Tommy "T-Bird" Turner..
The Hiestand twins finished
Jacobs was second with 50.2 second and third in the high
while Mike Campbell's 52.6 jump with Mark going 6-4 while
HIALEAH OPENS JAN. 17
earned a third and a sweep of John went out at 6-0.
MIAMI. Fla (API — Hiathe event for Murray
Murray had only one man to leah's racing season opens Jan
Sam Torres clipped five place in the 70 yard dash and , 17 with the Royal Poinciana as
seconds from the mile record as that was Royston Bloomfield the six-furlong feature The
with a 7.6. Murray failed to 46th season will be featured by
place in the 1,000 yard run or in file 5100.000 Flamingo for
3-year-olds on Saturday. March
the shotput.
3 The test of one mile and an
Next week,Coach Bill Cornell
eighth
and his mile relay team will be tucky usually attracts KenDerby eligibles
an the Mason-Dixon. Games at
Louisville. Last year, the
Murray State mile relay team
The New York Mets will open
with Schlee, Moody and Watson took first in the event.
the r spring training exhibition
Sam Torres will be running in season March 3rd in a
in a four-way tie for the top,
game
TWO FM
bogeyed two of the last four the Invitational Two Mile while against the Boston Red Sox at
uChug- Coleman picks kip two
Harvey
Rod
and Randy Non-is ai Lang Field St Petersburg. points on tkk
Coleman,lets was outstanding in the first hall.
holes and was fourth with a 69finished the game with 18 points and 10 rebounds.
277 J C Snead was alone with will be at the Kentuckiana Mile I. la
a 278 total after a closing 69 but
really wasn't in the four-man
scramble for the lead

John Schlee Wins First
Tourney At Hawaii Open

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
HONOLULU, Hawaii 1AP John Schlee's wife Sherri was
sunning complacently on a
beach when a hastily dispatched messenger informed
her that her husband was corning up to the 71st hole leading
the Hawaiian Open Golf Tournament
• When Schlee, the lanky, rawboned veteran, holed a birdie
putt on the final hole for his
first victory in eight years on
the pro tour, the pretty blonde
rushed into his arms and told
TENNIS
him:
HELSINKI — Bjorn Borg of
"I can't believe it.
Sweden took the Scandinavian
It was the end of almost a 'indoor open title with a 6-3, 6-7,
decade of struggle and frustra- 6-3, 6-4 victory over Poland's
tion for the Schlees and left the
Jaczek Niedzwiecid.
usually articulate John at a
MILAN, Italy — Marty Riesloss for adequate words.
seri of Evanston, m outdueled
"It's something I've always Roscoe Tanner of Lookout
dreamed of. For 28 years I've Mountain, Tenn., 7-6, 6-0, 74 to
been playing golf every time I win the men's sinRle# title at
got a chance. I always wanted the Astor Cup International into be a player on the tour
door tourney.
"A lot of times it didn't look
RICHMOND, Va
Top seed
like this was where I belonged. Rod Laver ousted fellow Aus"Sometimes when we were tralian Roy tmerson 6-4, 6-3 to
dead, absolute, completely gain the Fidelity World Chambroke, my wife thought I was pionship.
crazy But she stuck with me"
GENERAL
He's broke no longer The 33LAUSANNE, Switzerland —
year-old Schlee picked up $40,- Innsbruck. Austria was
named
000 after his final round 68, the host city of the 1976 Winter
four-under par on the pictu- games, the Internationa
l Olymresque Waialae Country Club pic Committee
announced.
course.
BASKETBALL
His 273 total, 15 under par,
DALLAS — Executive Vice
made him a two-stroke winner President Bob
Briner of the
over 01' Surge Orville Moody, a sagging Dallas
Chaparrals
runner-up for the second time American Basketball
Associin as many weeks.
ation franchise, announced his
Tom Watson, the 23-year-old resignation
effective in June.
tour sophomore who led or
SPEED SKATING
shared the lead through the
OSLO - - A victory in the 500first three rounds, slipped to a meter race
gave Sheila Young
75 and third at 276.
of Detroit the women's title at
Former Masters champion the World
Amateur Sprint
Gay Brewer, at one time locked
Speed Championships

FAVOR I TE
MAR GIN
OPPONENT
ALABAMA
1
MISSISSIPPI
ALBANY-GEORGIA
MOREHOUSE
16
ATHENS
WILLIAM CARL r
17
AUGUSTA
FLORIDA TECH
22
BETHEL-TENN.
II
LrMOYNE OWEN
CARSON NEWMAN
11
W CAROLINA
CENTENARY
I7
ARLINGTON
CHARLOTTE
TO
SO. MISSISSIPPI
CINCINNATI
3
LOUISVILLE
COLUMBUS
OGLETHORPE
DENvER
14
CORPUS CHRISTI
EAST CAROLINA
14
ST, PETERS
EAST TENNESSEE 12
APPALACHIAN
(Al,) CLAIRE
STEVENS POINT
26
FAIRMONT
WHEELING
29
GEORGE TE#WN-K Y.'. I
UNION-KENT-0G.,
GEORGIA TECH
2
FLORIDA
GE TT YSBURG
2/
FRANK. &MARSH
r.uiLFORD
20
LIVINGSTONE
HARDIN SIMMONS
10
HOWARD bAyNE
McMURRY
HUNTINGDON
BIRMINGHAM SO
NORTHWESTERN
OHIO STATE
, 3
INDIANA STATE
2
MILWAUKEE
KANSAS STATE
IOWA STATE
12
KENTUCKY
14
AUBURN
KNOXVILLtE
ZS'
DANIEL PAYNE
KUTZTOWN'
15.
LAGRANGE
SOUTHERN TECH
24
LOUISIANA TECH
7
ARKANSAS STATE

E. NE* MEXICO

ILL eubts
INDIANA

Murray, Eastern Close
Behind League Leaders

•
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Sports
In Brief

pAA5or4
F A,YORI TE
OPPONENT
MILLIGAN
17
IIIRYAN
MISSISSIPPI ST.
a
L. S. U.
NEW ORLEANS
22
GEORGIA STATE
NO CAROLINA ST
9
NORTH CAROLINA
N. E LOUISIANA
7
HOUSTON BAPTIST
NO. COLORADO
14
METRO STATE
NO. ILLINOIS
9
BOWL/Mil 1106111116
N. W. LOUISIANA
6
LOUISIANA COL
NOTRE DAME
14
BUTLER
OKLAHOMA
MISSOURI
PANHANDLE
2
N. H. HIGHLANDS
PIKEVILLE
BEREA
.9
PITTSBURGH
7
WEST VIRGINIA
OUIRNIPIAC
II
SOUTHERN CONN
ROLLA
CULV, STOCKTON
RUTGERS
3
BUCKNIELL
SAM HOUSTON
27
EAST TEXAS
SOUTH CAROLINA
5
TOLEDO
SO ILLINOIS
NO. ILLINOIS
3
S W. LCTUISFANA
II
LAMAR U.
S. W. TEXAS
16
AHGELO STATE
S. F. AUSTIN
29
TARLE TON
9 TEUBENVILLE
23
ALLIANCE
STOUT STATE
SUPERIOR STA TT
30
TENNESSEE
3
VANDERBIL
TENN.WESLEYAN
1. M. u
16
TULARE
SAMFORD
11TA/4 STATE
5
SEATTLE
VIRGINIA TECH
6
E. KENTUCKY
WEST VA. STATE
25
DAVIS & ELKONS
A-MINSTER -UTAH
9
IDAHO COLLEGE

Now
more than ever
see a dealer
who cares!

00H
Marcel

CHRYSLER

NEW YORKER!
A heritage of Great Engineering
gone absolutely beautiful!

Foe '73, New
Yorker continues
the Chrysler heritage of
great engineering with features like electronic ignition and electronic voltage
regulator. standard Now add the distinctive elegance of Chrysler luxury during
Gold Sticker Value days and
you've got the luxury value
of the, year.

Chrysiet Nap Yorker 4-Dr Sedan

CI DAA

MID-SIZE
PLYMOUTH SATELLITE!
With
our Gold Sticker prices,it could be
America's most beautiful buy!

a

Big enough for five, yet small enough to handle easy
gives good economy, too Ouster A Gold Sticker Value

',,rtellrle Custom
()r

Sedan

No question, it's the
most beautiful midsize car we've
ever had.
And the
Gold
Sucker
sign meant
you can gel
a new Sateufte at a great
(NICE Now

Do business with a dealer who values your business!

:r1

e)
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Both teams shot 47 per cent in season, the Racers were
Back to back baskets by
A
and
ms
Willia
the half while the Governors outrebounded as the Governors
freshman Jesse
By MIKE BRANDON
sophomore Mike Coleman lifted enjoyed a 26-21 rebounding had a 44-38 edge.
ledger & Times Sportswriter
Austin Peay was 45-82 in the
Murray to a 20-16 lead before edge.
and
In the words of the late W.C.
t
Barret
for a hot 54.9 per' cent
with
by
game
time
a
shots
took
Jump
the Governors
Fields, there comes a time in
Jesse Williams at the outset of while Murray hit on 35-77 for a
11 minutes left.
every man's life when he must
Murray continued to hold a the second half tied the count at .455 pace.
grab the bull by the tail and face
The Racers, now 12-5 overall
lead until 6-7 center 44 apiece:
slim
the situation. There's only one
With 18:32 left in the game, and in a second place tie with
Howard Jackson scored on a tip
OVC
problem with that advice and
in to knot the count at 26 al, at Austin Peay tobk the lead for Eastern Kentucky in the
ain
hit
entert
will
"Fly"
the
mark,
when
that is that sometimes the bull
5-2
a
46-44
at
with
good
the 6:59 mark.
sday
is able to use its strength to get
Just 26 seconds later the on a short jump shot. The lead Parsons College Wedne
Morehead
out of the bind.
Governors grabbed the edge at held at four points over the next night before meeting
night.
ay
For half of the game Saturday
Saturd
home
Eddie
s.
at
d
minute
forwar
three
28-26 when 6-4
night at Clarksville, Tennessee,
The relentless pressure
44 Li—ISO
Childress hit a long jump shot.
AUST114 PRAY
Peay's
Austin
44 34— 74
six
Les Taylor had
a
up
MUIllt•Y STATE
d
e of the Govenors began
opene
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•ust.n 91av
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s
Racer
James "Fly" Williams in
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point lead but the
fet•-•
Player
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k son
back and tied the score at 36 and held scoreless over a two
2 18
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, C11.1414....
5.4clar
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1,
11 16
4
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Pert • /10. 0
2:38 left when Barrett hit a minute span while Austin Peay
IC
6
00
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take
to
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ht
34
6
22
straig
throw
33
10
16
ripped
Flw 51111vons
technical free
2
2
22
PI
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3
22
3-4
Austin Peay coach Lake Kelly a 64-50 cushion with 12:3 left in .1erry W/4214410
0
1
0-0
04
TOIII Hagelon
he
when
cal
-game
the
techni
3
the
1
drew
00
Jil05n...r.0/1 I I
RJehai
04 a A
1+arrtat•••• protested too loudly on what ha--p--- Murray fought back and Items,
0 0
PO
0-1
Lulhe. J,kon
the
at
17
Team lintanuuda thought was goal-tending by began to 'whittle away
47540. 44-14 44 301
T
TOTAt
Murray 41•14
Starks. Two minutes before that lead until a layup at the 8:19
fitwo9 ftre•-• lb 19
Player
PO • 14
7.1.0
the Governors were whistled for mark pulled the Racers within Alia! V4•11141‘1%
11 15- 3-2 10, IS
olpman
I
Mike
six, 7246..
another technical.
2-2 10 10
914
Al art-plops SU/ km
3
• 3-2
23
At that point, Austin Peay %Lev, Barrel
"Fly" Williams scored the
SW - Ake- --3 13
Taylor
Las
6
Steve Barrett encounters some pressure defense from Austin
3-10 0-3 - 1
1c1e
final four points of the half for called for a. time When they DarnellJ•mtson
0
1
0-0
00
C
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were
they
0
Peay's fine freshman guard, Danns (Mums Barrett, who scored
0
PO
0,0
the Governors who held a 44-40 returned to the floor,
%WV! BMA 11
0
1
0-0
until he got in foul
0-1
roar
Mark 1100.e
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a
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six points, did a fine job of mm ing the ball
.
d
a
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the
of
114 SS 711
much
33-77
out
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the
to
had
after
S
and
in
e
even
TOTAL
ued
6-15
troubl
only
contin
that
Williams,- who hit
the first half, had a tough time playing had resumed
'The Governors responded to
against Taylor Williams was
forcing his shots and Taylor was the crowd by ripping off six
using his experience to do a points in a row to lift the adprofessional job of defensing the vantage to 12.
With 4:28 left in the game, the
nation's leading scorer.
Starks had an outstanding Racers were within 10 at 82-72.
first half as he hit 7-11 and had And then, the Racers died.
Nine consecutive points in a
14 points. Coleman had 10 points
•
in the first 20 minutes as the 6-7 span of two minutes stretched
7
sophomore forward was able to the margin to 19 points. The
use his inside strength to hit on Racer defense became nonp
existent and Austin Peay
tips
laughed its way into a first
place tie with Morehead
•
•fly" Williams paced all
scorers as he was 16-33 for the
•
game and 11-18 in the second
•
Percy
6-4
points
half for 34
Howard added 19 while
Childress tossed in 18.
Starks paced the Racers with
20 while Coleman added 18.
Most impressive for Murray
was 6-7 freshman forward Jesse
A
Williams who was 7-10 from the
STANFORD, Calif AP) — floor for 14 points
Boston Patriots quarterback
Taylor, who had the double
Jim Plunkett, who underwent duty of handling "Fly" and
freshsurgery on his left knee lad providing the spark for Murray,
MURRAY STATE PLAYERS is Austin Peay's
BUZZING OVER THF CROWD AND FOUR
to
nors
Gover
the
6-20
he
just
pacing
him
in
told
with
s
points
34
doctor
for
night
says
hit
Week,
had an off
g sensation James "Fly" Williams. The "Fly"
scorin
man
knee
the
of
regain full we
for a meager 12 points_
their win over the Racers.
within 10 weeks.
For only the second time this
The 1970 Heisman Trophy
winner left the hospital Sunday
on crutches, three cloys after
medial cartilage was rernov
from his knee.
Feeling "pretty good," Pkmkett said he is anxious to begin
rehabilitating the knee, adding
he tried exercising it a little in
the hospital.
"1 expect to be running on
shot by Murray's
as high as he ran but can't stop this
thing in a month," Plunthis
ors
Gosern
the
00H!—Freshman Danny Odums leaps
for
for the Racers while Odums had 10
points
20
netted
"I had a similar opStarks
said.
kett
$5
Marvelous Starks
iStaff Photos by Mike Brandon
eration on my right knee in
1968 arid I was running full
speed a month later."
Plunkett's knee gave way
while stepping from an auto a
week ago It had been injured
ft
Last December in a game with
the Miami Dolphins.
control and the Murray State
Racers seemed to have a good
chance of moving into a first
place tie with Morehead in the
OVC race.
But in the second half,
Williams broke loose and the
Governors handed Murray an
unbelievable 105-76 loss. It was
the worst defeat for the Racers
since 1970 when Villanova
crushed Murray 97-63.
Fans began lining up for the
game early in the afternoon and
by game time, 4,000 fans packed

the tiny gym while another 7011
watched on closed circuit
television in the student center.
Several thousand people were
turned away from the doors.
It was the kind of game the
people had expected it to be,
that is at least for the first 25
minutes.
Austin Peay forged to an
early four point lead and held
the slim edge until Marcelous
Starks tied the score at 16 all by
hitting on a tip with 1154
remaining in the first half.

Plunkett To
Regain Full
Use Of Leg

•
up two
first half,
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771
Murray Muffler Service
767
Johnson's Grocery
761
E7ell's Beauty School
(MC)
High Team Game
1048
Murray Muffler Service
995
Jerry's Restaurant
963
Murray Insurance
High Team Series(SC)
2184
E,ell's Beauty School
1035
Johnson's Grocery
1901
Jerry's Restaurant
High Team Series (MCI
2876
Jerry", Restaurant
2786
Murray Muffler Ser
1766
Elell's Beauty School
— . High rrat. Game-f-SC4
198
Gayle Egnor
192
Mildred Hodge
147
•
Pat Willett
High Ind Game MCI
259
Gayle'Egnor
234
Connie Jones
219
Wile?
Pat
High Ind Series (SC)
•
509
Gayle Egnor
198
Mildred Hodge
478
Marilyn Chatman
High Ind. Series (MC)
662
Gayle Ennor
601
orrane AAaagard
601
(
.an Moore
High Averages
165
Mildred Hodge
157
Marilyn Chatman
155
Nance
Wanda
146
Reny Dixon

Mary Harris
t irate Drake
Norma Bennett
Barbara Alexander
!sable Parks
Margie Garland

Howard (23) for two of
Taylor :Uli goes over Austin Peay's Percy
THANKS FOR THE L1117!--1.es
ms (251,
Willia
are Ma rcelous Starks 1551 and "Fly"
his 12 nots. Watching the action

Eddie Patek of the Kansas
City Royals led AInfriCall
League shortstops- last season
in double plays He took part in
113 twin killings

We bought a warehouse full of New 1972 510
Datsuns ad we're passing the savings on to our
customers.

Buy ... BELOW DEALERS COST!
* All 1972 Models Must Go *
1[We Also Have A Complete Line
of

1973 MODELS

DAMON
FROM NtSSAN WITH PRIDE

MURRAY DATSUN,Inc.
* OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8:00 *

.South 12th ,Street

Phone 753-7114
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ADA Challenges Report Published
In Journal Of Dental Association
dent Harry Truman had
By RAY McHUGH
authorii
fci wageasked Congress
Chief, Washington Bureau
in July
price control
on
Copley News Service
Sepreceived
.
in
year,
that
WASHINGTON - Since
tember, got it working at
food IS admittedly the
year's end.
Achilles heel of President
Nixon's "Phase III" wageThe cost of living Increase
price policy, the long-sufferslowed to 4 per cent for 1950
ing American housewife and only one per cent in 1952,
not the giants of labor and inbut business activity a lso bedustry - may emerge as the
gan to stagnate President
final arbiter.
Dwight D. Eisenhower
History and supermarket
pledged an end to controls in
trends suggest the President
his 1953 inaugural address
.faces a tough jury
and they expired three
• Four times in U S history
months later. Cost of living
presidents and Congress have
figures rose through the balintervened in the normal free
ance of 1953, but the pace was
enterprise process to halt runbalanced to a large extent by
away inflation. Each time the
rapid business expansion
consumer price index leveled - When he decided in 1965 to
off dramatically But on the
. escalate U.S. involvement in
first three occasions, once the
the Vietnam war, President
controls were removed, the
Lyndon Johnson relied on his
nation experienced a furious
personal powers of persuasion
round of pent-up wage and
to hold back economic pr'espr ice increases.
sures
President Nixon appears
When this failed he set the
cons inced that still-fresh
so-called 5.5 per cent "guidememones of inflation in the
post" policy, but stopped
late 1960s, the expanding doshort of government controls
mestic economy, standby
although Congress had voted
control powers and the "jawhim the authority.
borung" might of the White
When he came to office in
House can withstand market
1969, President Nixon junked
pressures.
the guidepost policy as unAmerica's first experience
workable and expressed conwith controls came during
fidence in free market checks
World War I.
and balances, But on Aug 15,
1971, he did an about-face and
In August of 1917, four
clamped sweeping restricmonths after the United
tions The ensuing 17 months
States entered the war
have seen the cost-of-living
against the central powers,
rate of increase fall from 6 per
President Woodrow Wilson
tent to 35 per cent with attenordered price controls on
dant recovery in productivity
wheat and coal. These were
and real economic growth
gradually extended to cover
The President hopes the
other commodities. They
newly freed economy, buoyed
were lifted abruptly after the
by positive forces and always
arnustice in 1918 and prices
aware that compulsory consoared
trols can be returned, will exThe World War I control
pand in an orderly fashion and
program was selective, only
even reduce the inflation facmarginally effective, highly
tor to 2.5 per cent by the end of
contro%erstal and roundly
1973.
criticized in later years when
Moat business and labor
it was learned that war profits
leaders have hailed the Presut•reated 22,000 new American
dent's decision, but consumer
1111thonatres.
groups and some powerful
Attempts by Franklin D
voices in Congress are preRoosevelt to establish volunducting a new round of inflatary wage-price guidelines
UPI
and preach restraint to big
Treasury Secretary George
businesa and big labor during
Shuns admits that food prices
pose the biggest problem A 12
the country's pre-World War
per cent jump in wholesale
II buildup failed because infood costs in December
• creased industrial activity alsignals trouble at the super, so fed buying appetites that
market
-- had been suppressed during
It the American housewife
; the depression-ridden 1930s.
finds that prices are beginIn 1941 the consumer price
tang to stablze along the groindex jumped 10 points and on
Jan 30, 1942, seven weeks at- • cery aisles, if she winces a little less when the check-out
ter Pearl Harbor. Congress
girl punches that ''total" butr passed the price control act
ton on her cash register, if she
Ten months later, President
can afford an occasional
; Roosevelt froze wages
glance at the fancy cuts in the
"The consumer price index
meat section, and if she can
rose a total of only five points
spare her husband his weekly
between April, 1943, and June,
lecture on the cost of living, 1946, when controls ended,"
the Preaudent's gamble will
says Congressional Quarterpay off
ly, the authoritative Capttol
U she doesn't, Mr Nixon
Hill record-keeper. "Prices
may have to resort once again
then shot up until, in Decemto mandatory wage-price conber, 1948, the consumer price
trols, expanded this time to ,
Index was 70 per cent higher
cover the full scope of the food
than its level in the 1935-1944
industry -from the farmer to
period."
.
the check-out girl.
The nation's third experiThe alternative would be inence with controls came durtolerable wage pressures
ing the Korean conflict.
from big labor unions that
The Communist invasion of
could trigger another round of
South Korea In June, 1950, set
inflation, wipe out the encouroff a rush of orders and hoardaging gain in "real" income
ing of goods and conunodaies
and productivity in 1972,
as speculators anticipated
weaken the slowly reviving
shortages The wholesale
dollar and dash hopes for new
price index jumped 12 points
American competitiveness in
by December of 1950. Presiinternational trade_

By C.Ci. M(-DANIEL
AP Science Writer
CHICAGO API -- The American Dental Association has
challenged a report published
in its own journal.
A group of Philadelphia researchers report in the February issue of the Journal of the
American Dental Association
that some children may be getting dangerous amounts of lead
from toothpaste tubes.
"Squeezing an almost-empty
tube dry can liberate toothpaste

February 1, 1973
ADtILS. 111
NI'RSERY. 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs, Patricia Ann Mullins
and Baby Boy, Route 6, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Mary Beatrice Turks,
Route 3, Box 74, Murras,
Master !tome, James Tunes,
Route 3, Box 74, Murray,
Master Timothy Harold Beane,
1307 Story Ave., Murray,
Master Randall Wade Evans,
Route 6, Murray, Larry Dale
McClain, 1401 Vine Street,
Murray. Master Michael
Eugene Hickson, Route 1,
Dexter, Miss Deborah 1.ynn
Holt, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs
Conva Elizabeth Miller, Route
1, Mayfield, Mrs. Lucile lrvan
Weatherly, 613 Broad Street,
Murray, Nolan Jetton, 1209
Peggy Arm Drive, Murray.
Clarence Compton, 55 Midland,
Highland Park, Mich., Jack
Kennedy, 302- N. 7th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Clara Bell
Edrington iexpiredi, 1608
tiughes Street, Murray
NEW MUSEUM
Orville and Wilbur Wright's
airplane, which was launched
from a hill near Katy Hawk,
N C , Dec 17, 1903, will find a
new heme in the-140 million
National Air and Space Museum to be constructed by the
Smithsonian Institution and
due to open July 4, 1976

in which there is an accumulation of lead," they wrote of
their study a year ago of six
advertised brands.
They refused to identify the
brands tested other than to say
they were six leading brands.
They said the names of the
brands had been sent to the
dental association for investigation.
"Unfortunately, the article
... does not identify the products tested nor whether they
represent current production or
whether they represent brands
which have a major share of
the market," the dental associ...
ation said Wednesday in a
statement issued in response to
a newsman's inquiry.
"It is therefore, impossible to
evaluate the extent of the problem, if one exists."
The association's statement
continued
"As far as the association
has been able to determine, all
the major brands of toothpaste,
which represent approximately
90 per cent of the products sold
today, are presently packaged
in either plastic, aluminum or
laminated
aluminum-plastic
tubes."
An association spokesman
said decisions about what is
published in the journal are
made independently by' the editor
"If he found lead in our
toothpaste, he must have gotten
an old tube because we've been
in aluminum containers for the
last 15 years," a spokesman for
Pepsodent commented.
"We went to plastic tubes
last summer, " said a spokesman for Crest "Our market research people told us at the
time that we were the last to
switch."
The journal report was written by Drs. Irving M Shapiro,
S;ary H. Cohen and Orhan C.
Tuncay of the University of
Pennsylvania and Herbert L.
Needleman of Harvard Univer,
say.
They said aduttamost of the toothpaste from the
oral cavity by rinsing" but that
children may swallow some of
the toothpaste

The researchers said they
took samples of toothpaste
from deep inside tubes, from
the container wall and from
tubes which has been squeezed
nearly empty.

HEALTH CLUB
/
2 DAYS A WEEK
NOW OPEN 51

The samples from the container walls and from the nearly empty tubes were found to
contain from 4 to 72 times as
much lead as that from deep
inside the tubes, they reported.

Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
PHONE 753-2962 -

MONDAY• TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
TROUSERS
SLICKS
BLOUSES
SWEATERS
any 4 for

1

oupon must accompany
garments.

2 per customer
Expires 2/7/73

Limit

1 shirt laundered FREE.
When brought in with
this coupon
Good All Week
Expires 2/10/73

(

Central Shopping Center

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat

Phone 753-9084
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NUPERCAIN

soft.

Instant Action
MAYBELLINE

PAIN

Powder Finish

!I!
RELIEF
CREAM

!I!

For minor burns, cuts

Regular $1.35
Vauue
d'\

Thi

AUTOMATIC
EYE SHADOW

Non-Sting
Anti-Perspirant
.M1

Say-RIte's 1973

PALMOLIVE,

RAPIDSHAVE.
11 Ounce

fo,/,
Ouv otsecT• **vs ems, • 114
loono-.4 No•
ool con on,lo,
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•.0.00410•••ox sloe eteuriet.ttv neitt•

BOOK LOVERS
Australians spend about
$120 million a year on books,
or about $10 per person, the
highest in the English-speaking world

GILLETTE

ACT NOW! For about a nickel a day
(5)4 to be exacn put the world in your
mailbox!
Mail this coupon before March 3, 1973.

Super Stainless Blades
10 Blades
St

tirlAINLESS

Moll orders cannot be accepted from localltses served by
comer delovery Offer good only rn Kentucky and In-

To BARQAIN OFFER
The Cipmdir-Journal lcqusvtlie. Ky

40202

e Find enclosed S18.90 Couriec-Joarnal.at 518.00
plus 90c Ky soles lox), for which please enter my
subscription for one full year for

Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Phone 753-8304
THIS OFFER POSITIVELY EXPIRES MARCH 3,1973
-

-4, If You Are Not
Shopping At Say-Rite
You Must Not Be
Saving Money!
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THE HOMECOMING

How should families greet POW kin?
tt) FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
How should relatives, or
friends for that matter, speak
and act if they are to ease the
repatriation of returned
American war prisoners"
What,for example,should a
wife say first to her liberated
husband' Should she discuss
certain topics and avoid others' Should she be cheerful,
sympathetic, somewhere in
between'
These are typical questions
which for months have been
reaching the offices of Operation Homecoming, the government's program to return

freed American war prisoners
to their families with a minipsychological
of
mum
trauma.
Some of the queries from
relatives of the nearly 60(
prisoners due to be liberated
from Southeast Asian compounds were so personal they
could not be made public.
The Defense Department,
trying to cover all bases, published a booklet for POW families, listed most of the questions and answered them as a
guideline for parents, wives
and other relatives who will
greet the liberated prisoners
when they return to the
Uruted States.
Some men, held captive far

Pori

0

=
il

s,sr,

up to eight years or more, will
return to a world they can remember but dimly — a world
so changed by time and custom that it scarcely will be
recognizable
A few will come home to
sons and daughters they never have seen or who are too
yowie to remember daddy
Others will return to families
struck down by ill health,
death or other misfortune
while they were sealed away
in a Comunurust prison.
For sonic, reunion will be a
difficult, even a painful experience, for others a joyous
one, for many a bittersweet
time.
few Of the returning men
will appear as they did the
Last time they were with their
families There will be physical changes and in some
cases psychological scars that
take time to heal
So the reunions will be a
time when the alchemy of love
and patience must be strong
enough to overcome confusion
and often misunderstanding.
Operation Homecoming officials had all these factors in
nund when they put together
what they hope will be helpful
answers to POW family questions and doubts. Here are
some typical queries and the
Pentagon's answers •

Q. — How much time does
he have to make a decision on
a permanent assignment'
A. The returnee's career
decision must be made on an
irsioddual hosts All possible
assistance and counseling will
be available to him in making
his deternunation. He will not
be rushed into this decision.
Once his goal is established,
he will be provided further
specialized guidance and assistance whether his choice is
to remain in the service Orto
pursue a civilian career He
ma) make this decision when
he is read): at the hospital,
during or following convalescent, leave.

individuals. In any case, if the
man's hospital assignment is
to be prolonged, the returnee's dependents are entitled to move to that hospital
location at government expense.

Q. — Will he need a special
diet when he comes home'
A. — In most cases, a special diet will not be necessary
during the period of convalescent leave
In those instances where a
special diet has been prescribed, families will be provided appropriate information by the attending physician

classes*,
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..Decou aje_
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Got
a
tax refu
coming

Q. — I am apprehensive
about my first meeting with
my husband How should I behave' What topics should I
discuss or avoid' Should I appear cheerful or sympathetic'
A. — As much assistance as
possible will be provided to
both the returnee and his family regarding the reunion
Family members will have
been given information about
their relative after he has returned The returnee will
have been provided whatever
current information is available about his family Additional advice from appropriate medical and casualt) officers will be a% ailable upon request.
Act natural. relax, and be
yourself

Tr(

see I

Jar
5
ue

You could get the full

Lie

amount right now!

money immediately.
We can loan you the
things you want.
No waiting to do those
Tell us how much
Phoneor stop in and apply.
We'll set up a Tax
the government owes you.
can repay the loan
Refund Inan right now. You
es.
arriv
when your refund
help. We loan money
(Owe tax money? Let us
to pay taxes, 1(x). Phone.)
up t
Loans and financing in any amount
including loans on real estate

$7,500,

c- R• ED%RIFT
OFA,511,'RIr.4

In
=ED

Bel-Air

Center

Ross Wilder, Mgr.

Murray
Ph: 753-55F3

Q. — Will I get to the processing base in the United
States before my husband or
son)?
A. — We plan to have you
there ahead of time so. that
as
you can meet him n as soon
al
arriv
his
after
possible
"If some of the answers
seem cold," explains an Operation Homecoming official,
"it is only because they had to
be worded carefull) and simply so POW families can follow our instructions easily
and with a minimum of hardship or heartbreak."

11. —Is it necessary that my
husband( or son ) be treated at
a hospital of his own service'
A. — He will be returning to
the familiar environment of

birth defects
are forever...
unless you help
March of Dimes
•••••

T.•
vbs.. •••CG. Cunp•• 111..,•0 41.

, Feb. 6-7-8
Prices Good Tues., Wed. 8 Thurs.

GALA
PIPER TOVIELS

iffl

Twin Pack

HAIR SPRAY

PAPER
TOWELS

13-Ounce Size

6

Plastic Strips

Regular, Hard,
& Ultimate Hold

Sole 99;

41"7=1•0

TEENS &

WOMENS

4-PLAYER

MOC
SPORTE

COMMAND
HAIR SPRAY

I

(4153)

For MEN

Q. —Should I bring the children'
A. —Your ithtldren are enutied to travel' with you to the
medical facility in the United
States at government expertse
The decision to bring the
children is a personal one and
should be made individually
on the part of each family

Regular, &

Hard to Hold

;
o9
n

Reg.

7

'1.17

BADMINTON
SET
Aluminum rackets,

oz

—Easy-clean manmade
uppers with glossy
finish
—Square toe with moc
vamp and bright nickel
trim
—Soft tricot lining,
straight midi heel
Sizes tc 10 Imported ) in
brown.

$n88

$25°

11r
‘
eg. 54.32
Ladies
100% Nylon

Model

TOPS

BRAS

DS844
DYN

v 3 Styles

MIMI ••• •"

8 TRACK HOME STEREO

TAPE PLAYER
9.
Reg
4
A

$4488
Sale

For The Full Line Figure

Sizes 34B

Reg. '2.88

to 44D

97 $054
to gm

Sale

Selection of

100% Polyester

LADIES

Double Knit

SLACKSat

SLACKS

Compare
12.00

Values to '6.66

$966

Sale $487

$222

IONA ELECTRIC

Large Selection of Mens

Urge

sturdy

net & 2 birds.

New
Double Knit

Afraid
you're
going deaf?
Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Fleltone. A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn
in the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep.
free. It Weighs less than a third
of an outice..,d it's all at ear
lowel, in one unit. No wires lead
frdin body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Write to Dept. 9533,
Belt,one Electronics Corp., 4201
W. Victoria,Chicago, Ill. 60646.

BAND-AID

Reg. 5 1.44

3/$100

Limit

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

ADORN

Reg. 47'

Q. — How much time will I
be able to spend with tam in
the hospital' Will we have
time alone'
A. — The length and frequency of family visits in the
hospital will depend on the
medical needs of the returnee.
As soon as possible after his
arrival, a daily routine will be
established which will allow
planning by family members
and an orderly schedule for
his medical treatment. Provisions will be in effect for private visits with his next of kin.
Q. — How long can I stay.at
the procesiang location in the
United States'
A. — The length of time
family members will remain
at the service hospitals in the
United States will be a matter
to be determined following arrival of the returnees. The penod of time our men will be
assigned to these hospitals,
undoubtedly will vary among

I L

his own service. Additionally,
his personnel, financial and
medical records will be more
efficiently maintained and
'ainunistered by personnel
who are expert in the procedures of his service.

Big K's Super
SAVINGS

/6spherrys,

sol

Q. — What will you tell the
returnee about his family?
A. — He will be given pertinent information about his
family, to include their current location and telephone
number. He also will be given
any messages or photographs
which you have requested be
available for him upon his return.
News of serious illnesses or
deaths In his family will be
given him by service officials
when deemed appropriate by
medical authorities. Authority for release tif this information to the returnee will
be obtained from the family.

FOOD
MIXER les

Stand & 2 Stain
Steel Bowls 16 Spees

$ 1888

/14.41j
.
Reg. '22.88
MODERN

Men's 100%
Polyester Pull-Over

SHIRTS
,n 3 styles, also
asst colors

Compare
6.00

at

9-9 Mon.-Sat

1-6

Sundays

$466

PETER PAUL

FOUR

SCREW IN

COLOR

7 PACK

CANDY
BARS
Mounds, Caravelle, No
Jelly, Almond Joy
Compare at 67'

— Acres of Free Parking —
"We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

(Decorative Colors)

Plastic Coated

0
10
0
10
s
/
3
2P

Bel Air Shopping 4nter

CEILING
FIXTURE

PLAYING
CARDS

BANKAMIR0140

753-8777

Reg.
2.88

e 1 97
$
Sal
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Kremlin tightens
reins on Castro

PAGE NINE
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Even though it is just barely
the Cuban situation brings
Feburary,
Spring is on its way.
forth evidence that the counCrix-us are up and are almost
try's economy in 1972 did not
reads to bloom. And how
MIAMI, Fla. — Premier
Improve.
welcome these bright little
Fidel Castro and the Cuban
"Ow the contrary, it apblossoms are. This month will
Communists now consider
pears certain that, taken as a
have some cold days and
themselves more "obligated"
whole, the Castro regime's
perhaps plenty of snow, but time
than ever to the Soviet Union.
constant amateurish improvipasses so swiftly that we will
Moscow's agreements to
sations continued to produce
suddenly realize the days are
refinance the debt (Alba owes
waste and inefficiency and,
longer anal warmer."
Russia and to grant Cuba
consequently. dechtung proJonquils are spr6uting and the
some $333 million in credits
duction "
magic lilies are pushing their
for economic and technical
For the first time since
blades up through the cold,
ass stance -imply an obligacoming to power in 1959 the
earth. Don't you admire
tion with the brotherly Soviet (Alban regime has -not -pub,
the persistenee They know it
people, with socialism and
lished sugar harvest statistics
IS time to show themselves
with Watery," according to
and the Cuban economy is
above ground and they are,
GranntlIjffid1 nesm— -Wsittfirtnnartly on the annual
regardless of the weather. I
paper of the Cuban Commusugar harvest. International
have a row of Dutch Iris that are
nist Party central committee. sugar experts figure the 1972
up about six inches and I hope
Castro himself stated that
crop amounted to under four
their time table is working. I
the accords constituted "an
million tons, which would
would feel better if they had
unprecedented contribution"
mean it was the second worst
waned a week or so But
to the Cuban economy and
harvest since Castro took
perhaps they know better than I,
praised the Soviet Union as "a
over •
Are you ready for planting
friend, a true friend, who has
It is estimated that 85 per
time' Have you decided where
acted toward us with a high
cent of Cuba's exports are
you are going to put that new
degree of generosity, unselfmade up of raw sugar, and
shrub, or have you picked out
ishness and fraternity."
thus a poor harvest is a severe
the shrub' Time will come all
No authorized ('uban
blow to the economy. It also
too soon, so if you haven't
spokesman has said what
means a greater dependence
ordred your plants, do so this
price the Soviet Union exon the Soviet Union for aid.
week. Get your order in and the
acted in return for the assisHavana has given only one
nurseries will send them at the
tance But, observers here
reason for the poor crop: alproper time in our area. If you
sa), there is little doubt that
legedly it was affected by a
are buying them locally, put
Cuba was drawn tighter into
severe drought.
your order in now, so they will
the Soviet sphere and that, in
Experts feel, however, that
be here when the ground dries
the field of foreign affairs,
additional factors were wideand warms up. it is surprising
Castro will have to hew closespread managerial disorganihow quickly the earth will get
ly to the Soviet line.
zation and a decline in labor
into good condition after a week
Cuban official comment on
productivity. manifested in
or so of dry, windy weather.
the five economic agreements
inadequate planting, weeding
So as you look out your
with the Soviet that Castro anand cutting of cane, A Comwindows on a cold snowy day,
nounced in a speech Jan. 3 has
munist Party official in Las
picture a pink dogwood in that
been sparse
Villas Province admitted
corner, or a red maple over
But the agreements do
"During the 1973 harvest we
there, or maybe a cluster of
weni to underline both Cube's
must find a solution to the orazaleas along
the fence.
dependence on the Rivutt
ganizational difficulties which
Visualizing your yard now and
Union for survival and Cashave forced us into long harlooking toward spring is a
tro's inability to get the Cuban
vests that tend to create probwonderful pasttune. It is a lot of
econ4v) to function properly. lems. In some sugar mills the
tun and helps to develop a
An economic report ori Cuba
situation is crttical in view of
garden you have dreamed of.„
prepared in Miami stated:
the magnitude of the repairs
Put in one new plant each year,
-Even a cursory analysis of
they require."
either an old favorite or a new
one to put some pep in the
garden,
I have just read an article on
Leaves Some foliage plants
emphasize
color,
sonsa)
fragrance and in addition there
are those that add lovely
blossoms and berries. Perhaps
when we set out a plant we don't
think of the effect of its foliage,
especially those that change
with the seasons. Color is
Important The article said,
"Leaves are green and red and
purple and orange and yellow
and gray. They are smooth,
shiny, rough or hairy." So think
about leaves when you buy new
plants. There is truly such a
variety in color, shape and
substance that we would mixt a
great deal of interest without

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962

If it happened. And it s important. You II see it. And
see more of it On Channel 5 s Eyewitness News at
Six and Ten. With Chris Clark, Nashville s most experienced anchor man And with eyewitness reporter
Jerry Adams and the Channel 5 News team.
And you If get the weather. AU of it. From Bob
Lobertini and Channel 5 Weather Central. Bob has
all the facts at his fingertips in Nashville s best
equipped TV-weather facility. For readings on present
conditions. ESSA satellite pictures And projections.
Bob knows more about the weather. And when he s

them.
We can finish our pnxiinig of
many plants right now. Grapes
can be pruned. Fruit is borne on
new shoots that come from the
old wood. Shrubs that bloom late
summer can be cut back now. If
you have an old shrub that is too
thick and woody, cut it back
severely. But don't touch the
spring bloomers, wait until after
they make their show of
blossoms and then prune them.
Above all, make your plans
while the weather keeps you
indoors. It will pay in tar long
run.

Look ui the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars

mination and resolve likely. So
begin by setting a brisk enough
pace, assuring yourself of
proper procedures and direction. Avoid dissension.
ARIES
AQUARIUS
( Mar 21 to Apr. 201
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Industrial, scientific and
Be sure with whom you make
domestic affairs especially
agreements, plans, contracts.
matters,
other
all
favored In
All situations may not please,
gains may be slower in coming but keep trying. Those showing
but can, nevertheless, be im- least promise may turn out
pressive
better than you expect.
TAURUS
PISCES
21)
t Apr 21 to May
i Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You have instinctive knowSome optional choices for you
how in many areas but may now. Weigh each
thoughdully,
stte
.to
track now,
t getm offhthe
tend
iibe to
carefully evaluate potentials
and then _embrace the matt
issues. Concentrate on essen- promising.
tials; evaluate carefully.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
GEMINI
innate DO-ER. You visualize
9:00 am • 5:30 pm
( May 22 to June 21)
Dealings with others may goals and needed requirements
Order Your Free Tickets
Keep 'tour battery Charged
disappoint in part, but YOU far in advance of action. You
No from Your Farm Im
DurIng
winter's shorter maintain a sure-footed, even premed with a "sixth sense,"
pigment Dealer or from
daylight hours, you use your
coupled with practicality and,
overly
be
NFMS.
not
Do
tempo.
headlights more. If you live
Another grand tarm machinery
.here it Is warm you'll con- skeptical and don't bluer-ininute once well-organized, make
remarkable strides toward your
tinue to use air conditioning. things out of proportion.
exposition
one of the nacold
areas,
In
your starter, CANCER
tion's finest
.
is in the
loftiest goals. You are adapted
heater, defroster, and windmaking
visit
the
booths of
to a scientific, literary or arshield wipers-all electrically (June 22 to July 23)
our
350
exhibitors,
get the
You may be faced with some tistic career; may also enjoy
operated -get a workout,
latest data on farming techcomplex situations now, but politics or an occupation which
niques and methods
All of these parts draw
see
today's innovations in farm
electricity, so
your stability and willingness to involves travel or dealing with
it is essential
equipment. 68% of the Natoil, to persevere against odds the public. You have a
that the battion's population fives within
will not only see you through but philosophical nature, are intery 'be kept
a day's drive from the Kentuitive and extremely outgoing
earn many credits.
in good contucky Fair & Exposition Center
Don't miss the tractor pongee diem
in personality, but at times are
dition.
in Louisville. Make plans now.
LEO
promoting .11 World
AMOY. Fr.sØes
You can
Matt
Remember, too, your free tiaket
None Contest Chimes are itet
hypersensitive.
Julv 24 to Aug 23i
Red Classes •
test the batfor
stubs
are
good
a
prize-ais
this
day's
Diversity
FOUR MITES r PM
tery by runday drawing, plus a color-TV
• • •
keyword, but NOT confusion.
ning the en115 14 15 16 17
grand prize.
rOuR
PERSONAL
mososcoes
when
641,6.661•6 WM be charged Mr
Neither plan nor act without
P00 1573 for • sersonsi
SPONSO*E0 BY Kentucky
101-Pos•
Trott*, Nal only
your car is sound and long-range purpose.
tarsus, so soots, ow*. tow ans
FAIR a EXPOSITION GENTILI
meows* sans si cs phis 25 cants
parked at night. Accelerate,
tune
no
for
imprudence.
This is
coin tor possess sna wowing a
then let the engine idle If
ttwawape So* OePertrrnent, asi, in.
VIRGO
the lights become a lot brightOW Cherubs Stetson. New York N
NATIONAL FARM MACHINERY SHOW TICKETS
MOIL mentioning Mis nseSp
er when you accelerate and ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
P.O.Box 21179, Louisville, Kentucky 40221
Print tax RAMS *000555 w4
grow dim at idle, the battery
Not too much planetary help,
ZIP,ow OATS Of 51611161 to be wry
or voltage regulator setting
(502) 366.9592
606. gel Ifte riot *recast its sow
own
your
attitude
and
but
roam silo)
should he checked
Have vour dealer test the aglook can greatly influence
battery with a hydrometer. results, which can be excellent
If it is teak. possibly all it
or just so-so. Watch the budget.
needs is a little tinie on the
LIBRA
charging machine._
iSepl 24 to Oct. 23)
Have the gas -station atPlan carefully, thee proceed
tendant check the battery
frequently sod make regular 1. With firmness. Keep all things
inspections yourself. Remove in proper perspective, order,
the vent calm and check the
maintaining a systematic
fluid level every two months.
'The fluid should be at the Khedule•
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THE MILES WAY, HERE'S HOW . . We furnish
botiow of the filler hole. If it. I SCORPIO
precut building materials and step by step instructions and easy pay plan and
ie low, add distilled water, but I (Oct. 24 to Nov, 72) MeV
free delivery and plumbing and heating and wiring and paint and tile and bluedo not overfill. Don't use ir --Your talents will be called
print service and good advice and some cash for your basement, too. We have
match or other flame to
lust about everything you need . . . we're friendly people, too. So why pay rent?
check fluid level; explosive tor a-plenty now. In fact, you
Our free home plan book tells you more.
may be busily active both day
hydroeen gas may be present
To prevent freezing if waand night, But don't fret. You
FPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR TIM CATALOG ON MILES BUILD IT YOURStA f NOME
ter is added during cold
will be rewarded — and
I
Hem.
I
weather, drive several miles
generously.
*V19
to mix the water and electroAad1
/
..„,,y....0..
!.....
lyte
SAGITTARIUS
\ flit... ii .,.....orn.,
/
*wigCable clamps should be
t Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
\
tight. and the terminals
Give everyone and everything
should be greased If there careful appraisal. Listen at\-- — — — —--— — — — —
is corrosion. wash it off with
swayed
baking soda and water. Be tentively, but don't be
sure the solution does not against your better judgment
contaminate the battery wa125 E. Short, Leidngtod, KY. leari
by some "smooth" talker.
ter
There is a Miles local representative in your area
CAPRICORN
If
battery acid
touches
SHORT ON CASH
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
your clothe*, it may eat holes
TAM OURS
in them, so be careful.
Some sagging in deter-

N.lipmEm

011 Wheels

1109-

Art

through. you will too Like it or not.
Then there s Hope Hines Sports and Comments
Hope doesn t read the sports He lives it Then relives it for you With the sports news and scores
Plus his own perceptive behind the scenes comments
on the personalities and stories of today.
And you get features. Every day. For facts and for fun
On everything from community problems to memoraa
See more of what you re looking for each night at
Six and Ten on WLAC-TV s Eye Witness News.
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* Prices In This Ad Good Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, Februa
LADIES NYLON
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Asstd sizes, styles
& fabrics

BODY SUITS

LADIES
SLACKS

ONE
RACK

sLADIES TOP

Asstd. styles, sizes & colors.

Reg. to '3.99

Reg. to 55.99

LADIES SHOES

LADIES PANTY HOSE
Lovely Shades

Lace Up - Comfortable

OFF
Reg. to
17.88

MENS

MEN'S
SHIRTS

CORDUROY
SLACKS
Variety of Colors and Sizes

Reg. '6.94

$366
Regular '2.96

MP.

ASSTD. BROOMS

BABY CARRIER

—

Lightweight

3 Types to Select From

Reg. s3.44

Reg. '1.96

DIGITAL CLOCK
Exclusive long lasting Digital Drum.

BAYER ASBOTTPILERIN

Bold white numbers on black background.

ARRID EXTRA DRY

Reg.

9-0z. Light Powdered

50 TABLET

Hot house tangerine color.

'2.88
ay

Reg.
64'

Large Selection

QUILTED
BEDSPREAD
Twin Only

-

Prints & Solids
Coordinate with
solid sheets for a new look!

BLANKETS
Solid col?!

Ballerina
LAMP SHADES

& sculptured.

Lovely Pastel Colors

Warmth Without
Weight!

Reg. '4.97
Reg.

66 $6.97
SAVE MONEY"! SHOP ROSES

yd.

Ideal for Bedroom Lamps
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Kremlin tightens
reins on Castro

Down the

PAGE NINE

Garden Path

BS
PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU

.0.

er •
BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
1-ttr.
Even though it is just barely them
By JAY MALLIN
the Cuban situation brings
We can finish our pruning of
Feburary, Spring is on its way.
Copley News Se!vice
forth evidence that the counCrocus are up and are almost many plants right now. Grapes
try's economy in 1972 did not
ready to bloom. And how can be pruned. Fruit is borne on
MIAMI, F. — Premier improve.
welcome these bright little new shoots that come from the
Fidel Castro and the Cuban
-On the contrary, it apblossoms are. This month will old wood.Shrubs that bloom late
Communists now consider
pears certain that, taken as a
have some cold days and summer can be cut back now. If
themselves more "obligated"
whole, the Castro regime's
perhaps plenty of mow, but time you have an old shrub that is too
than ever to the Soviet Union. constant amateurish improvipasses so swiftly that we will thick and woody, cut it back
Moscow's agreements to sations continued to produce
suddenly realize the days are severely. But don't touch the
refinance the debt Olt* owes waste and inefficiency and,
spring bloomers, wait until after
longer and warmer.
Russia and to grant Cuba consequently, declining proJonquils are sprouting and the they make their show of
a.itne $333 million in credits duction."
magic lilies are pushing their blossoms and then prune them
for economic and technical
For the first time since
Above all, make your plans
blades up through the cold,
assistance "isuply art obliga- coming to power in 1140 the
soggy earth. Don't you admire while the weather keeps you
tion wittlthe brotherly Soviet Cuban regime has not pubtheir persistence! They know it indoors. It will pay in the long
people, viith socialism and
lished sugar harvest statistics
is time to show themselves run.
with historyrding to
Cuban economy is
above ground and they aria,_
Granina. the official news- based primarily on the annual
regardless of the weather. I
paper of the_Cuban Comrnu-_,_ sug,ar_.harvest. International
rust Parts central committee. sugar experts figure the 1972:17, have a row of Dutch Iris that are
up about six inches and I hope
Castro himself stated that crop amousted to under four
their time table is working. I
the accords constituted -an
minion ton, ighich would
would feel better if they had
unprecedented contribution"
mean it was the second worst
waited a week or so. But
to the Cuban economy' and
harvest, Since Castro took
perhaps they know better than I. Keep Your Battery Charged
praised the Soviet Union as "a
over.
Are you ready for planting
During winter's shorter
friend a true friend, who has
It is estimated that 85 per
time? Have you decided where daylight hours, you use your
acted toward us with a high
headlights more. If you live
cent of Cuba's exports are
you are going to put that new
degree of generosity, unselfw.here it is wanm you'll conmade op of raw sugar, and
have
you
picked
out
shrub,
or
tinue to use air conditioning.
ishness and fraternity."
thus a poor harvest is a severe
the shrub" Time will come all In cold areas, your starter,
No authorized Cuban
blow to the economy. It also
too soon, so if you haven't heater. defroster, and windspokesman has sad what
wipers-all electrically
means a greater dependence
ordred your plants, do so this shield
price the Soviet Union exa workout.
on the Soviet Union for aid.
and the operated-get
order
in
week.
Get
your
in
acted
return for the assisAll
of
these
parts draw
Havana has given only one
nurseries will send them at the
electricity, so
tance. But, observers here
reason for the poor crop: alproper time in our area. If you
it
is essential
say, there is little doubt that
legedly it was affected by a
that the batare buying them locally, put
Cuba was drawn tighter into
tery be kept
severe drought
your order in now, so they will
the Soviet sphere and that, in
in good conExperts feel, however, that
be here when the ground dries
dition.
the field of foreign affairs,
additional factors were wideand warms up it is surprising
You can
Castro will have to hew closespread managerial disorganihow quickly the earth will get
test the batly to the Soviet line.
tery by runzation and a decline in labor
into good condition after a week
Cuban official comment on
fling the enproductivity, manifested in
or so of dry, windy weather.
when
the five economic agreements inadequate planting, weeding
tia gine
So as you look out your
your car is
with the Soviet that Castro anand cutting of cane. A Comwindows on a cold snowy day, parked at night. Accelerate,
nounced in a speech Jan. 3 has
then let the engine idle If
munist Party official in Las
picture a pink dogwood in that
been sparse.
the lights become a lot bright.
Villas Province admitted•
corner, or a red maple over
er when you accelerate and
But the agreements do
-During the 1973 harvest we
there, or maybe a cluster of
grow dim at idle, the battery
settni to underline both Cuba's
must find a solution to the orazaleas along the fence. or voltage regulator setting
dependence on the Soviet
ganizational difficulties which
should be checked.
Vizualizing your yard now and
Union for survival and Cashave forced us into long harHave your dealer test the
looking toward spring is a
tro's mobility to get the Cuban
battery with a hydrometer
vests that tend to create probwonderful pasttune. It is a lot of
If
it is weak, possibly all it
econuril to function properly.
lems In some sugar mills the
fun and helps to develop a
needs is a little time on the
An economic report on Cuba
situation is critical in view of
garden you have dreamed of. charging machine.
prepared in Miami stated
the magnitude of the repairs
Put in one new plant each year,
Have the gas station at-Even a cursory analysis of
tendant check the battery
they require."
either an old favorite or a new
frequently and make regular
one to put some pep in the
inspections yourself. Remove
garden.
the vent caps and check the
I have just read an article on
fluid level every two months.
Leaves Some foliage plants The fluid should be at the
bottom of the filler-hole. If it
some
emphasize
color,
is low, add distilled water, but
fragrance and in addition there
do not overfill. Don't use a
are those that add lovely
mauh or other flame to
blossoms and berries. Perhaps ,heck fluid level; explosive
hydrogen
gas may be present.
when we set out a plant we don't
To prevent freezing if wathink of the effect of its foliage,
ter is added during cold
especially those that change
weather, drive several miles
with the seasons. Color is to MIS the water and electrolyte.
said,
important The article
Cable clamps should be
"Leaves are green arid red and
tight. and the terminals.
purple and orange and yellow
he greased If there
should
and gray. They are smooth, is corrosion,
wash it off with
shiny, rough or hairy." So think
hiking soda and water. Be
about leaves when you buy new
sure the solution does not
contaminate the battery Wa
plants. There is truly such a
ter
variety in color, shape and
aubstance text we would mem a
your
lf tfo
hette
thesr,Y"
miry'.et
to holes
great deal of interest without in them, so be careful.

W MEN
on Wheels
•

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days A Week

Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962

If it happened And it s important. You II see it. And
see more of it On Channel 5 s Eyewitness News at
Six and Ten. With Chris Clark Nashville s most experienced anchor man And with eyewitness reporter
Jerry Adams and the Channel 5 News team.
And you II get the weather. All of it From Bob
Lobertini and Channel 5 Weather Central Bob has
all the facts at his fingertips in Nashville s best
equipped TV-weather facility. For readings on present
conditions. ESSA satellite pictures. And projections
Bob knows more about the weather. And when he s

FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6.1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Industrial, scientific and
domestic affairs especially
favored. In all other matters,
gains may be slower in coming
but can, nevertheless, be impressive.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211 ti€
You have instinctive knowhow in many areas but may
tend to get off the track now,
give too much time to side
Issues. Concentrate on essentials; evaluate carefully.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Dealings with others may
disappoint in part, but YOU
maintain a sure-footed, even
tempo. Do not be overly
skeptical and don't blow minute
things out of proportion.
CANCER
eite)
(June 22 to July 73)
You may be faced with some
complex situations now, but
your stability and willingness to
toil, to persevere against odds
will not only see you through but
earn many credits.
LEO
{Ally 24 to Aug. 23i
Diversity is this day's
keyword, but NOT con!union.
Neither plan nor act without
sound and long-range purpose.
This is no time for imprudence.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Not too much planetary help,
but your own attitude and
outlook can greatly influence
results, which can be excellent
or just so-so. Watch the budget
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 33i
Plan carefully, then proceed
with firmness. Keep all things
in proper perspective, order,
maintaining a systematic
schedule.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV"
Your talents will be called
upon a-plenty now. In fact, you
may be busily active both day
and night. But don't fret. You
and
will be rewarded
generously.
SAGITTARIUS
:Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Give everyone and everything
careful appraisal. Listen attentively, but don't be swayed
against your better judgment
by some -smooth" talker
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Some sagqing in deter-

12

inination and resolve likely. So
begin by setting a brisk enough
pace, assuring yourself of
proper procedures and direction. Avoid dissension.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be sure with whom you make
agreements, plans, contracts.
All situations may not please,
but keep trying. Those showing
least promise may turn out
better than you expect.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Some optional choices for you
now. Weigh each thoughtfully,
carefully evaluate potentials
and then embrace the most
promising.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
innate DO-ER. You visualize
goals and needed requirements
far in advance of action. You
proceed with a "sixth sense,"
coupled with practicality and,
once well-organized, make
remarkable strides toward your
loftiest goals. You are adapted
to a scientific, literary or artistic career; may also enjoy
politics or an occupation which
involves travel or dealing with
the public. You have a
philosophical nature, are intuitive and extremely outgoing
in personality, but at times are
hypersensitive.
• • •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1971 For
ParMinal 140
forecast on health, witiallft, love and
marrimm band it 00 plus 25 cants its
coin tor polling* and handling Rs
Horoacapt Book Ctionactmont, gay 172,
04d Chenim Station. Nan York. ft V
KM11. montioning mis
Print your NAME
DP and OATE OF BIRTH (tacos.,"
you pal the right forecast as yOur
rathoc Oen

via

through you will too Like it or not.
Then there s Hope Hines Sports and Comments
Hope doesn t read the sports He lives it Then relives it for you With the sports news and scores
Plus his own perceptive behind the scenes comments
on the personalities and stories of today.
And you get features. Every day. For facts and for fun.
On everything from community problems to memorabilia
See more of what you re looking for each night at
Six and Ten on WLAC-TV s Eye Witness News

1,CIY`

LOUISVILLE, KY.
FEBRUARY

14-17
9:00 am - 5:30 pm
Order Your Free Tickets
Now from Your Farm Im
plement Dealer or from
NFMS
Another grand farm machinery
exposition
one of the na.
is in the
tion's finest
making. Visit the booths of
our 350 exhibitors, get the
latest data on farming techniques and methods „ . see
today's innovations in farm
equipment. 68% of the Nation's population lives ;rithin
a day's drive from the Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center
in Louisville. Make plans now.
Remember, too, your free ticket
stubs are good for a prize-aday drawing, plus a color TV
grand prize.
SPONSORED XV KENTUCKY
FAIR IL EXPOSITION CENTER

goes

Cien't win the tractor paths; chew0,orria4p• ai World Fiereara Freedom
Noll
Set Classes :
TOUR RITES 7 PM.
FEB II, 15, 16, 17
Adretaaera .01 be charged ter
Tractor Pull only

cssissi cassis ass No

NATIONAL FARM MACHINERY SHOW TICKETS
P. 0 Box 21179, Louisville, Kentucky 40221
(502) 366-9592

Apazrzf.

This ad could
be the beginning of

A NEW
LIFE
FOR YOUR FAMILY
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THE MILES WAY, HERE'S HOW ... We furnish
precut building materials and step by step instructions and easy pay plan and
free delivery and plumbing and heating and wiring and paint and tile and blueprint service and good advice and some cash for your basement. too. We have
lust about everything you need . .. we're friendly people, too. So why pay rent?
Our free home plan booklells you more.
FPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR FREE CATALOG ON MILES BUILD IT YOURSELF HOMEn
.,
I
N Dyne
I
VI

\

i

Address
\

IN

, :A jipta441ye
11

I
cat, Stotio. me

Precut

MILES HOMES
125 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
There is a Miles local representative in your area
SHORT ON CASH
USE OURS

/
--1
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ROSES

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

J

KY.
RY

1-6 P.M. SUNDAY

-7 *
* Prices In This Ad Good Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, February 5-6
LADIES NYLON

7
0 pm

BODY SUITS

LADIES
SLACKS

Tickets
rm Im.
from

ONE
RACK

LADIES TOP

Asstd styles, sizes & colors

Reg. to 53.99

Reg. to 55.99

LADIES PANTY HOSE

LADIES SHOES

Lovely Shades

Lace Up - Comfortable

BANKAMERICARD

MENS

MEN'S
SHIRTS

ONE GROUP

LADIES
HANDBAGS

GIRLS
ACRYLIC

Reg. to '6.91

SLACKS

75%OFF ;;

Beautiful solid colors

CORDUROY
SLACKS
Variety of Colors and Sizes

Reg. $6..94

to

AVE
go with most suits or pants

$366

Long Sleeve
MEN & BOYS

Reg. '4"

Regular '2.96

OT
LADIES BO
e Lined
Rubber - Fleec

Reg.
501
2/s1

Ties Sold Separately

ASSTD. BROOMS
3 Types to Select From

Reg. '1.96

3 $1

BABY CARRIER
Lightweight

Reg. '3.44

DIGITAL CLOCK
Exclusive long lasting Digital Drum.

BAYER ASBOTTPILERIN
50 TABLET

PILLOWCASES
Large Selection

Bold white numbers on black background.

ARRID EXTRA DRY

Hot house tangerine color.

9-0z. Light Powdered

QUILTED
BEDSPREAD

BLANKETS

Twin Only

Ballerina

Prinb & Solids

LAMP SHADES

Coordinate with

Lovely Pastel Colors

solid sheets for a new look!

Reg. 54.97

•

SAVE MONEY! SHOP ROSES
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THE ALCOHOLIC

Antabuse makes
a drinker sick
beer constantly (rum early
morning. until bedtime seven
days a week, year after year,
and they both say they are not
alcoholics. Is this true? Also,
could you tell me if Coke is
habit fornung' Thank you
Concerned
Dear Concerned:
()f course, cola is habit
forming to some people. So is
chocolate and nail biting. But
there is a big difference between a -habit" and an "addiction."
I've written several times
about beer drinkers. Be
does contain ethyl alcohill
1C2H5OH ) which is a depressant drug It is found in
whisky, wine, gin, vodka and
other legal beverages.
So you see, no matter which
alcohol beverage is being
used, it is the effect of the
drug ethyl alcoholl that the
drinker is looking for and recei ying,.. _
It seems to me that your
niece and husband are very
heavy beer drinkers but you
didn't mention any symptoms
of alcohol addiction. I am
sending You literature to acquaint you with such srnp-

By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service

SNAIL OF STEEL
This steel housing. almost 35.feet in diameter at the large end and 7 feet in diameter at the
small end, formed in shape of a snail has been completed in Salt Lake Coy, Utah It will be disassembled and shipped for
installation in the third power house at Grand Cooiee Dam in the state of Washington The housing was built by a Portland based contractor

WAG,alai
AitatalEit
.O2ILAIMIttK:

CRIENPS, I A.:CEPT ,fa/C
INVITATION TO ATTEND THE
TEaTtikletieb. Mae FOR atilltai/N_
Ate MAL FR FOR504 AFfAIR5 6
COLLAIN
ONE
4-1

I'LL TAkE JT!

Dear Mr. Scott:
Your article mentioned a
drug that makes people sick if
they drink I have a friend
with a problem and would like
information on the drug in
order to help him.
Friend
Dear Friend:
_ The disulfir_im drug antahoe''. -eauses a toikielaction
in the body of a person when
alcohol is mixed: So, IF you
can get you friend to take the
antabuse regularly and IF he
drinks on it, he won't go on a
drinking spree - he'll get sick
on just a little alcohol.
Bat. hew do you get turn to
take it regularly" Further,
since antabuse is a prescription drug, you need a physician in on the case By the
antabuse doesn't reei!
move the desire for alcohol.
It simply makes one sick if
one drinks on top of it
Your friend needs a treatment program which will get
him dry and motivate him to
stay that was -- at his own decision Antabuse literature is
being forwarded to you.
Bob
Dear Sir:
I read your article on alcoholics in the Hartford ('our ant You don't mention beer
and I would like to know if
hea‘y beer drinkers are considered alcoholics.
My husband and niece drink

Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South laisun
e.. Orange, Calif. 92666
i Telephone 714433-9582
itiipyright, 19:3, Copley
New% Ser.ier and Besarly
Enterprises.)

FOR SALE

FLEETWOOD DOUBLE wide,
PIANO TUNING and Repair. 24'x60', gas furnace, central.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Must sell, $8600.00 Phone 753craftsman Piano Technician 7645.
F5C
Guild.
TFC

Pianos -Organs

See

why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano
Sales Service Rental
purchase Practice piano Jinci
%,tuoicts-.LA_III_Matitc _Center
Murray, Kv 7S3-7S71.

SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!
Place Your
Classified Ad
Now
753-1916
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Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
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I Anglo Savor,
money
4 Hebrew tette+
6 Swift
11 Peril
13 Football team
15 Printer's
measure
16 Comes on
the scene
18 River in Italy
19 A start fable,)
71 Ripped
22 Jog
24 FR*. plan'
26 Unusual
78 Number
29 Mental ,mages
31 Bird's home
.
33 Man-5
r
36 o:I:name
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14

NANCY
DON'T
CALL ME
NAN ---MY
NAME IS
NANCY

YOU SHOUCIDALWAYS USE THE
CORRECT NAME
FOR EVERYONE
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SHOOTING STOPS
The 13,000 members of
Venice, Italy's two biggest
shooting clubs have agreed to
put away their guns for several years because wildlife in
the region is close to extinction.

MATTRESS AN
double bed. Pho
RABBITS. B
bucks, from pr
753-4011.
1971 HONDA
condition, with
489-2658.

KIRBY VAC
shag rug sped'i
all carpets. Fo
phone 767
5 00p.m.
TRAILER IN
two bedrooms
set and un
Mayfield 247-6

FOR SALE OR TRADE

BY OWNER, home in most
desirable section of Murray,
consisting of 3150 square feet of
living space, including four
bedrooms, two baths, central air
and gas heat, fireplace, formal
living room, doting room, double
garage, shop and laundry room
Beautiful landscaped yard,
fenced Phone 753-0391 or after
5:00 p.m. 753-8182.
10C

Learn
how to
pick wine
"And when you have human
beings, astronauts and cosnowt/tuts, in space, transferring between an American
and a Russian spacecraft, you
can't ignore the symbolic aspect," he points out
"It could introduce a new
era of easing tensions between the Communist and
non-Commurust world. It's almost as important symbolically as the first landing on
the moon."
What it all boils down to, as
Fletcher and other NASA officials know, is that neither the
United States nor Russia is
willing to finance alone the
tremendous costs of sending
men to the moon again, or to
planets beyond.
Yet they feel such missions
must be achieved eventually.
Today no nations, except
_America and the SOViei
Union, have the resources
even to consider such projects
The U S position was
dramatized by President Nixon's recent order chopping
$200 million from the space
budget, thus forcing the layoffs of more than 700 NASA
workers and canceling or delaying several space projects.
Some aerospace industry
and NASA officiaLi see in international space ventures
the advantage of political protection they would lark if only
one nation were financing
them One government would
be slow to cancel or cut back a
space project if it would offend another, they argue.
While Russian space scientists seem to agree with
Fletcher. the Kremlin is less
enthusiastic than the White
House or Capitol Hill to pool
all space know-how,___
For example, the 117$ U.S.Soviet space mission jumped
off to a stumbling start when
the Russians reneged on an
original offer to orbit their
new Salyut orbital laboratory
as part of the joint venture.
Instead, the Kremlin insisted
that Soviet scientists substitute the 10-year-old Soyuz for
the shiny new Salyut spacecraft, on grounds of military
security Salyut contains
some of the most advanced
Soviet space avionics systems, with obvious military
applications.'

AM-FM STER
8 track tape p1.
two way air sub
Excellent cond
one year old. Ph
9:00 p.m.

_

STORING IT
AKES WASTE!

ssr.TH PLENTv
OF O4ici PED1::w_AS
ANO TABASCO SAUCE
Abe0 PEPERONI

Space projects are becoming so costly that joint international ventures are the only
"It's a step toward a longpractical answer if interplanterm cooperation with the
etary exploration is to flourish
Soviets, which in my judgiii the future.
-frient is the only way we're going to take large future strides
U S. space agency officials
in space, like establishing a
ale:Leven the reluctant Rusbase on the moon or going to
sians have reached this conclu.sion no single nation has
Mars," the NASA boss emthe financial resources, nor do
phaszes
'Those are costly undertakits leaders have the willingings and if we're going to do
ness to risk uncounted billions
alone any more on adventures
them in this century, we have
to do them together, and perinto the unknown void of
space.
haps with other natims i beTypical of this gradually
sides Russia) contributing aldeveloping attitude at home is
so
that of Dr James C. Fletcher,
National Aeronautics and
''This joint i Apollo-Soyuz)
Space Administration chief. flight is to see if we can do
He says if Americans ever re- something like that together,'
turn to the moon or push on to
Fletcher sees the first
Mars or the other planets in
manned international space
this century, it will be in a
mission, using a common
joint mission with the Soviet docking mechanisn so the
Union or some other country. spacecraft of two countries
Fletcher reflected this new can link up. as the forerunner
stance during a discussion of of the only space rescue system yet devised

TWW-BEDROOM 'l97' - - 8'x40'
mobile home. Good condition.
$995.00. Mr conditioner included.
F6P
Phone 435-4492.

I

BLONDIE

the scheduled mid-1975 space
flight of U.S and Russian
crewmen aboard an Apollo
craft linked to a Soyuz spaceship

THINKING OF first line quality
carpet? Then check our prices.
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
March 6C
Street,
•
-

STORE BUILDING in Central
Shopping Center, 20'x100'. Phone 1966 DODGE long wheel base
Robert Humphreys, Owensboro, truck with camper. Good conKentucky )502i 684=5253 or 683- dition. $650.00. Tennessee
8166nites.
F5C walking horse, black, with
papers. Two horse factory made
trailer. English riding saddle.
Phone 753-8317 from 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. or 753-8567 after 6:00
p.m
F5C

SPACE AG REPORT

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

10'x5Y TRAILER, 1964 model,
extra nice. Two bedrooms,
carpet, electric heat, washer, air
conditioned, underpinning, porch
and step. Phone 753-9941.
F6C

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice. guitar
accordion, drums and band
instruments J A B Music
Center, Murray. Ky
753
'Si!,

'a/St/BANC
Farmowners
I,ow rates,
Excellent cla
with us before
Insurance
Phone 753-584

TWO BEDR
i8'x40'), ex
ditioning,
redecorated
$1100.00. P
HOME LIT
Waldrop Sa
South 7th Str
12'x60' J

THE BOOK OF WINE; by
Harold and Frances Torbert;
Nash Publishing Corp.; 44/1
pages, $IO.
c'opley News Service
So you don't know much
about wine
Right"
Well, most people
and
most wine drinkers
are in
the same fix.
They, as well es you, are
properly and utterly confused
when standing in front of the
attractive wine display at the
lixal grocery or liquor store
They, as well as you, are
making the wrong selections,
But more and more of you
are buying wine bcause statistics show that Americans
are drinking more than 16
million gallons of the stuff
each year.
a Here are 56ttie tips from a
uple of experts:
Pass up the yon rose. It's not
for your table. It's little better
than water for quenching
thirst at a picnic or a beach
pall,
l'ass up the New York and
(sou %tines at first
Select either California
sines or good European wines
until you develop a knowledge
of wines. Then
and only
then - taste the eastern U.S.
wines and those from other
parts of the world.
These tips come from Hat old and Frances Torbert, who
has t' been collecting wines for
more than 40 years.
Harold Torbert began his
experiences with wine as a
medic-al student during the
depression in California,
when he drank gallons of it in
and around Palo Alto.
He soon learned there were
better wines available than
the inexpensive gallonage he
consumed during college
years.
And Frances Torbert
learned about wines while
working at Macy's in New
York. She had to learn because it was her task to write
the sales pitches for Macy's
personnel.
Both have savored and collected wines from all over the
world.
Harold Torbert earlier
aired hia likes and dislikes of
the world's wines in a book
called the "Complete Wine
and Food Cookbook." Now he and Frances have
teamed to write "The Book of
Wine," which acquaints the
beer and whisky-drinking
/unericafis with -wine, the oldest drink of the civilized
world.
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WANT-ADS

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

753-1916
SEES ICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
1

NOTICE

FOR SALE
AM-FM STEREO receiver with
8 track tape player, one pair of
tu o way air suspension speakers.
Excellent condition. Less than
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after
TENC
9:00p.m.

•

BILL'S
:
PA, IR
MOBILE HOME REAlma
Ky. 0

r

TRAILER IN Murray, 10'x48',
two bedrooms, washing machine,
set and underpinned. Phone
F7C
Mayfield 247-6107.

Hurricane Straps and Anchors
"Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center"
Complete
LICKETY-SPLIT
Take-Out Service
TRIANGLE INN-

,
iiiSURANCE: Homeowners
.
Homes
e
Mobil
and
Farmowners
Low rates, broad coverage.
Excellent claim service. Check
es
way MR. MCCUISTON'S hot tamal
with us before you buy. Gallo
selling for $1.50 per
now
are
y.
Agenc
y
Insurance di Realt
F5P
92.
February 7C dozen Rhone 753-35
Phone 753-5842.

El

for
PRITCHETT,
JOE
March
1.
ct
Distri
for
rate
magist
_
5C

NIX01.1 SENT ME."
FOR RENT

FOR RENT
If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

For
Demonstration
Call...

OFFICE • SHOP • STATION
Let us show you the modern, fast; easy,
most economical, trouble-free way to make
delicious brewed coffee.
_
- No Plumbing Now1.41--

Days 753-9135 - After 8:00 p.m. 753-4478

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

0
0

Murray
"Coffee Break"
Service

LI

Hwy. 641 North _______
s
MATTRESS AND box spring for
Phone 753-0880
double bed. Phone 753-6074. F6C
• AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
O For:
RABBITS. BREEDING age
MAN,
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLE
bucks, from proven stock. Phone
FR'
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE/
753-4011.
PARTS
1971 HONDA 750ect excellent
0
Phone
s.
helmet
condition, with
ntial for Mobile
esse
ome
bec
has
It
F6P
489-2658.
0
Homes to be tied down!!
0
A
P
See Us For .. .
KIRBY VACUUM, an upright&
shag rug specialist that adjusts to!
all carpets. For sales and service E
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
February 19C
5.00p.m.

iERVICES OFFERED

Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnisbed, parking space.
If interested contact
Fired
Dark
Western
Growers
Tobacco
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels, 753-3341-1342

I HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

BY OWNER spacious four
bedroom brick home in Whit:tell
Estates. Ga.s heat and central air
conditioned, concrete drive, fully
landscaped, dead end street.
F6C
Interested' Call 753-7309

BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
YOU CAN still buy land for
building. Sharpe Street, near city
in
acres
3130.00 an acre. 70
park, shopping center, city
Calloway County, 78 acres in.
. school, hospital, university.
Marshall t'ounty. Owner leaving
ITC
Phone 606 549-2494.
F5C
27.
state. Phone Sharp 898-71
BY OWNER: three bedroom
brick house, bath, den, kitchen,
living and utility room All large
rooms 175'x75' lot Phone 7534945 or see at X15 South 16th F7C

Spiders

Termites
Eat Your Home

*tot
Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round. Winter and Summer.

NEW BRICK home, near new
Carpeted
school.
high
throughout, entrance hall, three
bedrooms, two baths, living
with
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
room, family room
Red
The
fireplace, kitchen with built-in
EGlin Hr‘ar*n tillXlmost ATTENTION!
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
Geranium in Canton is moving
range, disposal, dishwasher, -BRICK DUPLEX apartment
53k)lerylkok.ao
7
ts:
Resul
No
If
F6C March 1. All present inventory is
utility room with built-ins, attic building, one block
from
Phone
one-half price. Sale hours are 10
storage, patio, two car garage. University. Electric heat, wall to
F8C
February 21C
TWO BEDROOM mobile home to 5 daily.
FOUR BEDROOM house, large Phone 753-4567.
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
8x40', extra clean, air conrecreation room, two story. On
closet space and built-in
of
for
Slurr,i%
newly
ditioning, electric heat,
Before 5:00 p.m.,
100 S 13th Street
lakeway water front. Ideal
THREE BEDROOM house two dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartSite
or
ted
Price
Day
Carpe
14
y.
inside.
753753-39
Murra
Phone
Phone
of
redecorated
east
boys.
relies
college
Montgomery Ward _
ment has living room, bedroom,
Then
F7C
-.
$1100.00. Phone 436-2448.
throughout, built-in dishwasher, kitchen and bath with shower.
3263.
120 CEVSWTot.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
vy.en and surplus units:1 1 2 baths, Well insulated with rockwoul.in
After 5:30 p.m. and
Sale Wednesday OnlY
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom payed drive way, city. water. the ceiling, storm doors and r Licensed by State of Kentucky
10 percent off all Returned
HOMELITE CHAIN saws
Until 6:30 p.m.
Goods
house at 1623 Olive. Phone 753- Phone 753-8819 between 8:00 a.m. windows. Good investmeni
207
Shop,
r Member Chamber of Commerce
Waldrop Saw and Lock
Open tilt 7 00 P
FEW
F6C 'and 8 00 p.ni.
2227.
February 20C
property for only 325,500.00.
South 7th Street.
Including two electric table top
TWO BEDROOM trailer at Shady BY OWNER:Tu.° bedroom brick hot water heaters. 2 electric
12'x60' JETLINER mo e home,
57.
FOR SALE
Oaks Trailer Court, Number
electric
2
• all
house with living room, large stoves
FOR RENT
and
$100.00 per month. Phone 753- kitchen, utility, bath. Has car- refrigerators. Also furnished
entral
F6P
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 9746.
ng Like
peting, storm doors and windows, with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
JAPANESE HOLLY, "z price.
oom
bathr
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kitche
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• appointment. Hurry out to Murray Nursery, living
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F9P bedrooms. Zimme
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PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

MYHILL & WILSON

Service Center

10% OFF

Rent A New
Blue Luster

Call 753-2310

SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

CALL

25c

Bill Houghton

PRODUCTION SALE

Clocks

Joe Gossett - Auctioneers

Robert A. Fritz & Son,Owners

Ak.
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Teachers' Strike Ends In
Cleveland System Today

Iowa Gas...
tContisued from Page 11
All tests indicate no leaks in
the IFS gas system," the
spokesman said All evidence
upholds the condition of natural
gas equipment owned and
maintained" by the utility.
He said state officials in
charge of the investigation "are
now concentrating on possible
causes arising somewhere else"
within the buildings. He added
that IFS "is providing all possible assistance to the investigation" with personnel and
equipment.
Mayor Kenneth Brauman
said a report of a gas odor in
the hardware store was made a
week ago to IFS. Brauman
said, "I was told by an IFS employe that they went to the
Coast to Coast building and
could find no gas leak."
There were reports from residents that a heavy gas oda:
was present in the Chatter Box
cafe shortly before the explosion

board of education
During a televised bargaining
session Sunday, the Philadelphia Federation of Teachers
and the board of education
blamed each other for refusing
to make concessions that could
end that city's second teachers
strike this school year
The walkout by about 10,000
of the school system's 13,000
teachers has curtailed classes
for about 60 per cent of the
city's 276,009 pubhc school pupils. Two injunctions to stop the
strike have been issued.
In Warwick, R.I., 21,000 pupils were idle for a third day
today after a meeting Sunday
between representatives of
striking teachers and the school
board failed to resolve their differences. Board members have
said they were considering askGuy. Philip Note to intervene
The St Louis strike by Local
420 of the American Federation
of Teachers and the St. Louis
Teachers Association has lasted
15 days, despite a temporary
injunction It has kept schools
closed for the city's 103,000 puPtIs

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. McNeely
Final rites for Mrs. Crawford
McNeely of Lynn Grove were
held Sunday at two p.m. at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with Rev. Terry Sills officiaUng.
--- Pallbearers' were Clayton
Hargrove, Don Lovett, Phil
Barber, David ,John and Steve
Smotherman. Burial was in the
Salem Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
- Mrs. NcNeely, age 65, died
Friday at 4:30 a.m. at the Park.
view Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
She is survived by her husband,
Crawford, McNeely; three
daughters, Mesdames Carolyn
Burk, Judy Darnell, and Pattie
Key; one son, Tom McNeely;
one sister. Mrs. Ruby Mae
Jones; two brothers, J.W. and
Hilton Williams; nine grandchildren; one great grandchild.

Kentucky Roundup
PAINTSVTILF: Ky AP) --A suit seeking 1200,000 from the
White Ash Mining Corp has been filed by eight families here who
charge that a stripmine blasting operation has damaged their
homes
The suit, filed last week, names the corporation and managers
Robert Applernan and Matthew Tobin as defendants. The
residents allege that substantial property damage resulted from
the blasting over the last few months and charge that the blasting
created a nuisance The action was filed in Johnson Circuit Cowl.
The families are residents of the Northgate Subdivision on the
north side of Paintsville
CAVE(ITY, Ky. I AP ) - A fire that started in the motel section
of the Cave City Truck Stop motel-restaurant complex Sunday
damaged the motel and resulted in smoke damage to the
restaurant.
IA Kenneth Edwards of the Cave City police department said
no injuries were'reported in the fire. Firemen from Cave City and
Horse Cave battled the blaze about three and one-half hours
before extinguishing it
Cause of the blaze was not immediately determined, and no
damage estimate was set
LOUISVILLE. Ky AP)-Legislative recommendations to the
1974 General Assembly will be considered this Friday nad
Saturday when the delegate assembly of the Kentucky Education
Association meets in Louisville
The session, to be conducted at the Ramada Inn's Bluegrass
Convention Center, will focus on 11 proposals offered by the
Association legislative commission at a delegate assembly
session in December
FRANKF'ORT, Ky. (AP)—A 43-year-old inmate at the state
Reformatory near LaGrange walked off a work detail over the
weekend while laying bricks at the state lieutenant governor's
residence here
Reformatory Supt Harold Black said the inmate. William G.
Reed of Pike County, left Saturday after leaving behind a note
explaining he was going home because of sickness in the family
Reed was serving a two-year sentence for forgery.

World News Briefs
WASHINGTON)AP —Col. William P. Nolde, the last American
killed in Vietnam before the cease-fire, will be hurried with full
military honors today in Arlington National Cemetery.
Nelde, 43, was killed by a Communist artillery shell near An Loc
11 hours before the truce took effect.
•
BELFAST AP)—The death toll in Belfast's bloodiest weekend
of guerilla strife rose to 10 early today when a man cut down by
gunmen at a gas station died at a hospital
The other dead included Six Roman Catholics killed by British
troops The army said the six- were Irish Republican Army
gunmen.. but Catholic leaders demanded an inquiry into the
shootings saying the six were innocent tystanders..
-WASHINGTON AP)—The United States must devote greater
effort to assuring adequate energy supplies for the present and
future says Rep Wright Patman, DITex., outgoing chairman of
the Joint Committee of Defense Production.
Patrnan, in a statement accompanying a committee report on
energy Sunday, said the country is moving too slowly in
developing resources.
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Mts. Mary Ella Garland Succumbs John Zirger
Sunday At Age 101 At Hospital Dies Sunday
At Hospital

Throe Claws Continue

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
While 140,000 Cleveland children returned to classes today
for the first time since last
Tuesday, thousands of pupils in
St. Louis, Philadelphia and
Warwice, Hi, entered another
week of no classes imposed by'
deadlocked negotiations and
teachers strikes.
The school strike in Cleveland ended today with partial
agreement by 2,500 nonteaching
employes on a contract that provides no pay raise but adds
vacation days and sets a 63hour weekly work ceiling.
Two unions representing
school custodians ratified the
one-year contract Sunday evening, and all the strikers
agreed to return to work pending ratification votes this week
by three other unions representing boiler operators, laborers and nurses
Meanwhile, 203 Catholic lay
teachers in the Cleveland and
Akron areas announced they
would hold a third "study" day
today while their pay dispute
continues with the Catholic

MONDAY—UF Itet

Iii II i LIEF:—Elderly woman touches the face of Chicago Fireman Edward GaViII, left, as be
and Fireman James /feline carry her to safety from a hotel fire on Chicago's north side Six persons
were injured, two of them firemen
AP Wirephoto)

Republican ...

It. Gov. Carroll Hints
At Political Ambitions

iCoatinued from Page 1
shift of the electorate towards
the GOP philosophy
"I don't want to be a polFRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP) —
Iyanna and certainly not a
Lieutenant Governor Julian
doomsday prophet either," he
Carroll says he won't be a cansaid, -But we are a viable podidate for the U.S. senate seat
litical force in this state."
of Republican Marlow Cook
Van Hoose, a 34-year-old next year but that
he "might
Johnson Countian, went from well yet have
an interest in
the insurance business into poli- running
for further public oftics During Nunn's senate fice."
campaign tie traveled with his
Carroll has been mentioned
former boss as a combined ad- frequently
as a likely candidate
viser, tactician and publicity For
the Democratic guvernatoman.
rial nomination in 1975
The GOP State Committee
But when asked abouelhat
elected Van /loose to the $16,- during a radio
I WIAP ) inter000 a year post several weeks
ago Gordon Wade resigned the
previous April and the job had
been left vacant.
.
(Ceetiseed frees Page 1)
Republican headquarters remains in downtown Louisville command reported 89 incidents
and Van Hoose said there are during the 24-hour period endno plans at the moment to ing at 6 a,m. today.
Scores of U.S. aircraft ferried
move
There has been some senti- teams of 20 to 40 men of the
ment for a transfer to Frank- International Commission and
fort, but he said this has not of the Communist side of the
gone beyond the talking stage. "Joint Military Commission for
Van Hoose's job seems to be Control and Supervision to seva blend of routine ministerial en regional headquarters to befunctions and political policy- gin field operations after nearly
a week's delay. U.S. and South
making.
"I will have the responsibility Vietnamese teams already
for formulating proposals re- were in place
Two other C S C130 transgarding which direction we will
go," he said. "The central com- ports flew to Hanoi to bring
mittee, of course, will have to more North Vietnamese support personnel and equipment
approve."
He has tried to discourage to Saigon for the Communist
speculation about 1974 and 1975 delegation to the Joint Military
in hopes the party faithful will Commission. Five C130s
realize 'The future is now this brought more than 200 North
year—in reregistration, in local Vietnamese support personnel
races, in the general assembly from Hanoi on Sunday.
One of the C130 transports
contests, in spreading our bethat flew to North Vietnam toliefs."
Van Hoose acknowledge ob- day carried Rear Adm Brian
liquely that the GOP does not McCauley, commander of the
plan to field a candidate for all Navy task force that will clear
100 house and 19 senate seats the U.S. mines from North
Vietnamese waterways, and 15
up in November.
But he said the potential for members of his staff They
were going on to Haiphong for
gains in cities and counties -is
great" because of unrest and the first meeting of U.S. and
resentment against the current North Vietnamese military. repstate democratic adminis- resentatives to discuss the
tration's -interference and at- clearing operation.
A task force of 20 to 25 U.S.
tempts to control local officials
.Navy ships and 50 or more beli;
completely."
As a rough estimate Van copters is assembling in the
Hoose said the Republicans list Tonkin Gulf to do the minabout 50 counties in which their esweeping.
In Laos, meanwhile, the
followers hold office or regularly contest locals seats—as heaviest Communist attacks in
months were reported, leading
against 70 counties for the
observers to speculate that the
Democrats.
Pathet Lao and North VietnamWith the advaat of home rule
ese were pressing to expand
and revenue sharing, Van
their areas of control in anticiHoose predicted a kind of renpation of a cease-fire.
naissance of local politics and
In one of four major actions,
said his party intends to get in
an important base for CIA-supon the ground floor.
ported irregular troops was
In fact, he said, the entire
thrust of Kentucky Republicans taken at Nam Yu, in northwestern Laos. Military sources
will be "to build from the
in Vientiane said the heavy
ground up, not from the top
shelling and ground attacks had
down."
a .
been expected and most of the
important equipment was removed several weeks ago.
FREE PUPPY
An eight-week old female,
HOSPITAL PATIENT -brown and white labrador
Mrs. Huie Velrla _Mae
puppy will be given away by the Warren is a patient in Room
376,
owner For information rail 753- Lourdes Hospital,
F'aducah, Ky
2482.
42001.

POWs...

cievr Sunday Carroll would only
sa), "it's too early to comment
about political races that far in
the future."
Carroll also discounted a
news story last week speculate* that during a meeting in
Gov. Wendell Ford's office the
two men discussed the possibility of Ford running against
Cook
The lieutenant governor predoted that the .vote in
Itio:, ember on a proposed
Constitutional
amendment
permitting
the
general
assembly to meet annually
would be much closer than the
approximately 10,000- vote
margin that defeated a similar
proposal a few years ago.
At the same time, Carroll
said, "I cannot recall any
particular legislation that
suffered in recent years by the
General Assembly not meeting
annually'
"It's coming one of these
days," he said, adding he personally would vete for annual
sessions -it will come when
the people of Kentucky.. are
convinced that members of the
general assembly are qualified,
responsible and prepared for
annual sessions."
Carroll also said he thought
Kentucky stood a good chance
of receiving an S89,000 grant
from the National Science
Foundation to set up a mechanisrn to handle conflict between
environmentalists and industry.
He said the idea had support
from both groups and no other
state presently had such a
mechanism

Mrs. Mary Ella Garland,
probably one of the oldest
residents of Calloway County,
succumbed Sunday at 11:50
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She would have observed her
102nd birthday on May 30th of
this year. She made her home
on Murray Route Three with
her daughter, Mrs. Florence
Houston. She was born May 30,
1871, in Calloway County and
was the daughter of the late
Francis Dowen Budi Travis
and Martha Jane Robb Travis
Fibs.
Mrs. Garland was the wife of
Luther L. Garland who died
April 9, 1964. They had been
married February 18, 1903, by
Squire Tom Jones at the home
of her stepfather and mother,
Mr and Mrs. Jim Ellis of the
Palestine community.
The deceased was the oldest
living member of the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church and attended the church, located near
her home, until about three
years ago Her husband served
as a deacon of Sugar Creek
Church before his death. Mrs.
Garland was preceded in death
by two sons, Walter Garland
who died in 1942, at the age of
only 39, and another son who
died at the age of fifteen
months.
-Mrs. Garland is survived by
her daughter, Mrs. Florence
Houston of Murray Route
Three; three grandsons, Lester
Boyce Houston and Donald S.
Houston of Murray Route Three
and Walter C. Garland of Independence, Mo.; two granddaughters, Mrs. Laverne
Henderson of Benton Route and
Mrs. Mary Lou Joseph of
Kirksey; six great grandchildren, Sandra and Dwaine
Henderson, Dana and Derek
Robertson, Donald K. Houston,
and Cheryle Carver.
Also surviving are one niece,
Mrs. Flora Hale of Murray, and
three cousins, Orville Robb of
Greenville, Mrs. Lady Cobb of
Big Rock, Tenn„ and Mrs.

Death Claims
Mrs. Sturtevant
Mrs. Gertrude Sturtevant,
age 83, died Friday at 4:30 p.m.
at the Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. A former resilient el
/dem, Okla., she was the widow
of Frank Sturtevant
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Larry Theberg of Miami,
Fla., one niece, Mrs. Ron
Dayley, and one sister, Mrs.
Mary Hendricks, both of
Mayfield.
Private funeral services will
be held today at five p.m at the
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield,
with Rev. Steve Davenport
officiating.
Burial will be in CoffeevWe,
Kansas. ,

Mrs. Mary Ella Garland
—Dies At Age 101

John Zirger succumbed
Sunday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Convalescent Division cig the
Murray-Calloway Caunty
Hospital. He was 84 years of
age. The deceased has been
residing in Hazel with his
daughter and family for the
past two years.
Mr. Zirger is survived by his
daughter, Mrs. 011ie ( Ilene
Oliver of Hazel, registered
nurse at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, and six
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at the Mercer Funeral
Home, Holton, Kansas, with
burial to follow in a cemetery
there. The Miller Funeral Home
of Hazel had charge of local
arrangements.

Member of A

Lizzie Joiner of Clarksville,
Term.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
with Rev. Otis Jones and Rev.
Gerald Owens officiating.
Carroll Lee Perkins, brother
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the of Mrs. Jimmy Compton of
arrangements by the Max 'Murray, died at the William F.
Churchill Funeral Home where Bowld Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn., on Thursday at 1:30 p.m. •
friends may call
His death was due to complications following open heart
surgery.
Perkins, age 35, a resident of
125 Meadow Lane, Paris, Tenn.,
was the produce manager at
Kroger's at Pans, where he had
been since 1967; however he had
been with the company for
thirteen years. He was a
graduate of Heath High School,
Mrs. John ) Dulcie Imogene) Kevil, and was a member of the
Williams of Mayfield Route Spring Bayou Baptist Church,
Three passed away Saturday at Kevil.
The deceased was born
12.45 a.m at the Westview
September 27. 1937, and was the
Nursing Home, Murray.
She was 51 years of age and son of Richard and Mildred
had been employed at the Merit Fortson Perkins, who survive.
Clothing Company for twenty- In 1965 he married the former
Marcella Reineking, who
four years.
survives.
Mrs. Williams is survived by
Survivors are his wife, one
her husband, John Williams; daughter, Sandra Marie, age
father, Rufus Rule of Kirksee... six, and one son, Mark Richard,
two sons, Donald Smith and Joe age two, Paris, Term.; his
Smith, both of Mayfield; five parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
daughters, Miss Janice Nor- Perkins of Kevil; two !Liters,
sworthy, Mrs. Glenda Dunn, Mrs. Compton of Murray and
Mrs. Willa Suites-, and Mrs. Mrs. Dale Bondurant of Kevil
June Duncan, all of Mayfield, Route Two; paternal grandand Mrs. Winnie Mae Henshaw parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
of Philadelphia, Pa.
Perkins of Kevil; step grandAlso surviving are three mother, Mrs. Rosie Fortson of
Miters, Mrs. Hilda McKenzie of Memphis, Tenn.; mother-inMyra y Route One, Mrs. Ruby law, Mrs. Marie Fteineking, and
Humphrey of Benton Route brother-in-law, Donald
ReineThree, and Mrs
Maxine king of Hobart, Ind.
Breezeel of Advance, Mo.; two
Funeral services were held
brothers, Leon Rule of Alma Sunday at two p.m. at the
and Gerald Rule of Coldwater; Spring Bayou Baptist Church
ten grandchildren.
with Rev. Bob Jones officiating.
Funeral services will be held Burial was in the church
today it three p.m. at the cemetery. Brief prayer services
chapel of the Roberta Funeral were held at the McEvoy
Home,Mayfield, with Bro. John Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
Hoover and Bro. Carey Puckett with Rev. Ray Provow ofofficiating.
ficiating before the body was
Interment will be in Highland transferred to the Jones
Park, Cemetery, Mayfield.
Funeral Home at Kevil.

Brother Local
Woman Expires

Mrs. Williams
Dies Here At
The Age Of 51

People In The News
SINGAPORE I. AP --Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, stopping
here on his tour of Southeast Asia. called on President Benjamin
Sheares before opening discussions with Prime Minister Lee
Kuan Yew.
The U.S. vice president's stop here Monday is part of a mission
to assure Southeast Asia's leadership of continuing American aid
despite military withdrawal from Vietnam.
Agnew has visited South Vietnam, Cambodia. Thailand and
Laos. He is to fly from Singapore to lndoneisa and Malaysia
before visiting Manila.
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FREE PETS
Two small black and brown
puppies are free to persons as
pets. Interested persons should
cal Mrs. Tilghman Barrow, 7531716.
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AGRA, India ( AP—The philosphy behind the building of the
Taj Mahal should guide the deliberations of the United Nations,
says U.N. Secretary-Genera Kurt Waldheim.
The Taj Mahal symbolizes the love of an emperor for his emontinued from Page 11
press and "this is what we need in The United Nations—to love
each other and not to fight with each other." he said.
"Meantime, investigators
Waldheirn, who arrived in Delhi Saturday for four days of talks
confirmed earlier reports that with Indian leaders, flew here with his wife
Sunday to see the 17th
the plant of the Farmer century mausoleum erected by Mogul Emperor Shah Jahan in
Chemical Association Inc. at memory of his queen, Muntaz Begum, who died
in childbirth in
Tunis had been identified as the the 17th year of their marriage.
principal assailant. Workmen
From India. the secretary-general is to go to Pakistan and
at the plant, said investigators, Ceylon.
had been caught red-handed
Maybe you should this
while dumping nitrogen and
F'(IRTLANp,Maine( AP)—"My defeat was a shock to me, but I
very minute. Particularly if
other fertilizer nutrients into am not bitter,"says former Sen. Margaret Chase Smith.
you have some doubt that
the stream There is also
The Maine Republican was defeated for a fifth term last
your present life insurance
evidence that others may be November by former U.S. Rep. William D. Hathaway,
Democrat.
program may not cover
implicated in the crime.
Until recently, Mrs.Smith has been inaccessible to the press.
your present needs. eve
investigation
"The
continued
However, she told the Maine Sunday Telegram in an interview
helped many of your
even as rescuers persisted in at her home in Washington: "The first thing to clear up is
that I
friends and neighbors
last-minute efforts to revive the am not a hermit, hiding away in a hovel,licking my wounds.
bring their protection proriver. There were rumors that
The former senator said she had refused interviews because "I
grams up to date. I'm sure
one of the rescuers had detected had nothing to say except that I was disappointed to have
lost,"
I can help you. Of course.
a flicker of life far out in mid- not because of bitterness about an election she had "fully exthere's no obligation, exstream. These reports could not pected to win."
cept to those you love.
be confirmed, however, and
Mrs. Smith added that she also "had a fixation" about getting
most conservationists deemed out of her Senate office on time and couldn't do that while
talking
with newsmen.. ,
the cause hopeless.
"The corpse will remain
undsiturbed
443-5358
pending
the
VATICAN CITY AP)—"We 'see in the result of the con- ,
completion of burial
plans. flict the necessity for all men to live together-in harmony," Pope
Friends have already been Paul VI told a crowd in St. Peter's square as he
reviewed the --''requested to send no flowers, as cease-fire agreement in Vietnam.
there are aUlfigient algae
The pontiff then added during his Sunday noon blessing:
blooms to assure that the river "Enough with wars; plough with warriors."
New York N
will be put away in style."
The Italian Episcopal Conference had named Sunday "Help-—The Winston-Salem N. D.
Vietnam Day " Churchgoers were asked to pray and make
We sell life insuranCe.
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&
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Sentinel donations for Vietnam
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